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Duran 

The meeting will come to order. Yesterday in Kana our consultants 

presented all the boundary changes for the is land of Hawaii. 'roday 

we will limit ourselves to the area in the vicinity of Hilo but in 

the event there is any area that you would like to have explained 

to you, will you do so freely. Will that be alright with those of 

you who are here today? l'-1ost of you are interested in mostly in 

the area around Hilo. 

I'm also interested in Kamuela, Kona and Puna. 

I'm also interested in the south point of the South Kona coast. 

Then if we cover the area around Hilo then ,vent to t hose speci fie 

area that you are interested, would it be satisfactor? 

Yes. 

?Ul those that woulc}1.ike to testify at today's meeting, will you 

please rise and be -sworn in. Anybody except attorneys, attorneys 

are excused. Will you please raise your right hand. (Swears in 

persons wishing to testify before LUC). Rom, do you want to 

start off? 

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen, 

as you may have noted by our movie for those of you who were not 

here at the time, in 1961 the Legislature passed the Land Use Law 

and created the LUC and required the Commission to subdivide the 

State into 4 districts, Conservation, Urban, Agricultural and Rural. 

The law also required that the LUC review these aistrict regulatioms 
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every five years. In 1964 the :first boundaries, permanent boundaries, 

were adopted and it is nm•1 time for this five year periodic review. 

So ·for the last 6 or 8 months, the Commission has retained the 

consulting firm of Ecko, Dean, Austin and Williams to assist the 

Co:mmission in preparing for this boundary review. We've been going 

around the State in various counties holding public hearings and 

as the chairman already stated we've HXX�H�¥ were in Kona yesterday 

conducting these hearings, asking the people in the community, what 

their interests were and soliciting recommendations for improving the 

Land Use Law. So at this point, .Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn 

the meeting over to our consultants to explain to the public their 

findings thus far and the district boundaries that we are reviewing 

today. .Mr. Williams of Eckbo, Bean, Austin and Williams. 

.Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the LUC, ladies and gentlemen, the em

phasis of the boundary review study is placed on the definition and 

review of the boundaries of the 4 Land Use Districts but it is also 

placed on the rules of practice and procedure of the LUC and the 

district regulations of the LUC. Before I begin this, I want to 

introduce Howard Altman, my associate, worked on the urban and rural 

districts, and my assod::±ate Chris Dagenhart has worked on conservation 

and aqricultural districts, as well as other aspects of the project. 

What I will do is to review with you very briefly the changes that 

have been recommended for the rules of practice and procedure of the 

LUC and the changes that have been rero mmended for the district 

regulations. 'The rules of practice and procedure govern the pro-
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ceedings of the LUC and are designed to assure the just 

in determination of every proceeding. Many of the 

changes in these involve additions of phrases or words for the 

purpsoe of making the rules more clear and in no way later the 

original meanings. I might just add that all of the recommendations 

have been made in the rules of practice and procedure by our 

attorneys and by the Attorney General's office. We�re getting 

quite a technical thing. I feel assured that because this is a 

public hearing on the boundary change, st*dies these 

things do have to be mentioned. However, a substantial serie-s of 

changes in Sub-Part C of the 111ules and practice and procedure 

to remove references to rule making. In the original document the 

word rule making is used to describe LUC actions in amending dis

trict boundaries and rules and regulations. By substituting the 

word amendments for the word rule making, the land use becomes 

much more understandable. If you are interested and wat to refer 

to that, you will see what I mean by that. Rom, are copies of 

those available? 

Duran Yes, there are. 

William�opies of the rules and regulations and the rules of practice and 

procedures and regulations are available in case you are irterested. 

A section on emergency rule making has been stricken as unnecessary. 

Two new sect i.ons regarding reconsideration of the petitioner, sec-

tion 1.24, and reapplication by the petitioner, section 1.25, has 

been added to clarify the conditions under which these actions� 
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It is a fact that the State's Law HRS 205-2 (a) (3) Evidences
that the State intended a mandatory requirement on the Commission
to apply in its decision making authority....
(3) In the establishment of the boundaries of agricultural districts
the greatest possible protection shall be given to those lands
with a high capacity for intensive cultivation;'

It is a fact that the word "capacity", that is found in HRS 205-2
(a) (3) is a characteristic of land and not a land use.

It is a fact that the word "greatest" that is found, is a succinct
stipulation, in HRS 205-2 (a) (3). It means no other land use district,
other than Agriculture, is to be applied by the Commission in its
decision making authority to land that has a high capacity for
intensive cultivation , not even Conservation District, and
particularly if a reasonable alternative exists that will provide a balance
between State zoning priorities ie. pali land vs. prime agricultural land -
for example map H59 vs. map H65.

It is a fact that the Commission's HAR 15-15-19 (1)'s
mandatory stipulation that the Commission apply that the Agricultural
District (1) It shall include lands with a high capacity for agricultural
production;
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can and cannot take place. Now for the summary of the recommended 

changes in the State Land Use district regulations • But before 

I go into these changes, I want to define the regulations;. The 

district regulations are intended to clarify the Land Use Law. 

They establish minimum requirements on a State-wide basis but in 

the event the County imposes stricter requirements the County's 

requirements prevail in that particular county. In the agricultural 

and rural districts, and as you may know, the urban district, the 

County has complete authority. In the conservation district the 

authority is in is in the hands of the DLNR. 

Now for the summary of the changes. The principle land use issues 

that we have identified ad needing clarification in our opinion 

were changed insofar as the regulations have a controling affect 

on them are first under the Urban District, provisions in the 

regulations for new towns, emphasis on the need for economic 

feasibility studies, recognition of the goals and objectives of the 

State and County and provision for utilization of sloping land over 

20% slope with appropriate safeguards. Under the Agricultural 

Districts, a general strengthening of the definition of agricultural 

areas by deleting some of the modifying sections so that the Agri

cultural Districts xR£H� reflect the 

intention of the Land Use Law and protect prime agricultural land. 

Under the permissable uses under the Agricultural District, addition 

of a qualifying phrase to related permitteqpublic uses to agriculture. 

To clear a specification for utility uses, such as water lines, 
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power lines and so forth, to avoid unnecessary special permit 

procedures, restatement of open area typ$of recreational uses 

so as to involve the County and the LUC more in review of the 

location of some of these such as golf courses.through a spec:ial 

permit process. There was some question of that in Kona, so I 

just might explain the reasoning behind this change. Many uses 

that might be permitted in the Agricultural District are what ·we 

would call urban generating uses such as if you permitted factories. 

The development might be that additional factories 

might come in for application. You might end up with a tremendous 

pressure for a whole new city. Also applies to the location of 

a university or a school in an agricultural district, where a town 

might spring up R� around it or a pressure for it. This is also 

t.rue as you quite vvell know about golf courses. So the regulation 

has been changed so that while these may still ultimately be per

mitted, it does take one additional step of going to the County 

for a special permit so that the location of it is carefully con

sidered or I should say more carefully considered than it would have 

been in the past. Another change in the permissable uses was 

the deletion of all uses not metttioned in the law. Now under the 

Conservation Districts a provision of a more clearer regulation 

reflecting the x� requirements specified in the law, special atten

tion was provided to shoreline and off shore conservation and 

utilization issues, with a new definition of the shoreline which 

has been taken out for a recent case here in Hawaii. The nev1 
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definitio� we're speaking of, used. Those of you who have those 

regulations can find it under Definitions. It's in accordance 

with the finding of that case. It's a definition in a historice 

Hawaiian sense, incidently, rabher the usual Mainland sense of 

what constitutes a shoreline. special attention 

provided for public safety in relation to utilization among un

suitable or unsafe lands and preservation of archaeological sites 

ecological systems. No significant changes were made in the rural 

district regulations. Some other elements of the regulatory nature 

have been added, changed or deleted. These are, first, the time limit 

is now required when issuing special permits, Section 2.25. Some 

of the Counties were already d oing this but now this will mean that 

all of the Counties will in effect, your County here was using a 
limit 

time for special permits. This will affect those Counties that 

were not. •rwo, new sections have been added :k:18: dealing with zoning 

and increments, Section 2.32, and establishing a performance time 

in new districting, Section 2.33. Now I'll explain these two. 

Under incremental zoning the �x purpose of'this section is two-fold. 

First, to protect the public against large rezonings for projects 

that might go broke or otherwise fail in their iniml purposes. 

And second, to protect the interest of developers who sometimes have 

to make huge advancei investments called frontline in land, utilities 

etc., in the beginning stage of the development. Therefore, this 

new incremental zoning section means that if the Commission approves 

of the concept of the project with over 100 acres for an urban 
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district, then it may approve boundary changes by increments not 

to exceed five years and approval of a boundary change for the first 
of any 

increment will require the approvaljof the remaining increments 

as provided in that section. Under the performance time, this 

section is intended also as a protection to  the public and to the 

developers. To protect the public in requiring substantial develop-

ment within five years and protects developers by discouraging vacant 

urban zoned lands owned by others who are not using it for that 

purpose, from being used as an excuse for they not being able to 

get rezoning when they want to go ahead with a project. A long 

section in the old regulation dealing with dedicated lands, former 

Section 2. 39, has been deleted since the LUC does not administer 

these proceedings. Now inaddition to the above, many small changes 

have been made to clarify intentions or assist in understanding but 

these do not have any affect on the original intentions or meanings. 

So that is a summary of those changes in rules of practice and I'd 

like now, Mr. Chairman, 

to ask Chris Dagenhart to come ana explain the :mmc:e:s: issues in 
dealt 

conservation and agricultural districts that we have �e:x:k: with 

in the proposal for the changes and/or not changes in some cases 

but inthe agricultural and conservation districts. Thank you. 

Dagenhart I'd like to start by explaining the procedure we went through 

in order to arrive at some recommendations or changes in boundaries. 

The regulations tliat define criteria be used for the 

definition of the district boundaries. When we map these vari-ous 
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criteria and put together we are able to draw 

boundaries which reflect those criteria of the ground. I would 

like to start with criteria for Conservation District. Can every

body see this alright? The first map shows two criteria that are 

spelled out in the regulations. The brown area represents lands 

over 20% slope. •rhe red areas represent potential hazards in terms 

of tsunami and flood potentials. The next map we see a serietl" of 

criteria used for defining conservation district concerned about 

scenic value, park lands and wildlife. The oidve green area here 

represents areas that have been proposed for park development. The 

darker green represents areas which are presently already in park 

use. Broken lines here represent generalized scenic areas that 

have been indicated on a study recently done for the State in the 

Waipio Valley area, Valley, Mauna Kea, Kealekekua area. 

The yellow areas represent sandy beaches or seasonally sandy beaches. 

Then there a number of smaller areas which.are referred to specific 

scenic sites. If we put these two sets of criteria together, we 

I'll do have a potential for defining a conservation district.  

The 

criterial that we are looking at here are definitions from areas 

according to soil types, climatic factors, topography according 

to their potential for grazing and this in turn affects to a lesser 

degree their potential for cultivation. 
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have limitations for grazing. The white areas have severe 

limitations for grazing. In addition, there is recognition of some 

specific crops on this land and this is information from the Land 

Study Bureau. The dotted outline here represents areas which have 

shown a potential for macadamia, papaya, coffee. 

The point is there that if the soil is good for cultivating pur

poses then it is usually very good for grazing. So the soils with 

the highest potential for cultivation are those which have only 

slight limitations for grazing purposes. The second set of criteria 

we used in the agricultural district are existing agricultural uses. 

The brighter green areas represent lands presently being grazed. 

The darker green represents cultivated areas, primarily sugar but 

a variety of other crops too. If we put both t he criteria for the 

conservation district �gather and the criteria for the agricultural 

district and compare them witlythe existing boundaries for these 

two districts we are in a position to identify areas where the 

criteria does not fit the existing district boundaries. Such 

areas show up on this map where the blue line represents the existing 

conservation district insid�, the white area outside of it is the 

agricultural district. The yellow areas are the urban districts 

and the brown are the rural districts. The black circles are areas 

where the criteria which we have examined will show possible con-

flice between the criteria and the present district. Then examined 
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all these areas in the field, tried to adjust the boundary 

according to physical, defineable elements in the field which 

would resolve these problems. yellow area represents the 

urban district, the brown the rural, solid blue is the existing 

conservation district and the striped blue areas represent the 

failure to resolve the conflicts in the previous map. All of these 

areas are drawn in more detail and at another scale. I think I 

can describe this half of the island now at this scale and then 

May I ask you a question about that map. Along the agricultural dis� 

trict, along the coast there, I see line along the coast. 

·which coast? Along here?

All along Hamakua into Puna, is that conservation along there? 

Dagenhart Yes, you mean here or along here? 

Well, down below Hilo, between 

Dagenhart This area here? 

Yes. Is that conservation? 

Dagenhart This is the proposed coraervation district. Yes. What I would 

like to do now is go through each of these areas 

the island and describe them in more detail. We start 

top of 

the 

top here at Holualoa Valley which has been proposed for park develop

ment and presently supporting significant agricultural practices. 

It is of scenic topography and steep terrain, surrounded by conser

vation districts wk±�k should be more properly included. Waipio 

Valley, we start the area that you are referring to and

line along the shoreline. I would like to speak to that in a 
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little more det,il. The present conservation district comes to the 

line of Bebris left by the highest annual wave. The high water 

mark, the line of debris left by the high water mark. Typically, 

agricultural uses will cease considerably mauka of that line and 

what we're endeavoring to do here is to draw a line which would 

more properly represent the change. 

We think that the high water mark is an adequate recognition of a real 

resource of the State. It is of tremendous importance which have 

been shown to us. It is a great concern to the public and so we 

have endeavored to define the shoreline with a boundary that more 

realistically represents the resources. In nearly all cases, we 

have been able to indicate a line which is physically defineable 

in the field. By this I mean top of a ridge top, cane haul road 

or a farm road or a road, vegetation line. In a situation 

where xx there is not physical line which can represenh these uses 

we have indicated a line which is 300 feet mauka of the existing 

donservation district. With respect to that it is not our thinking 

that this has to be a rigid or firm line. It is flexible in the 

same manner as all boundaries are upon application. We feel it is 

a more realistic distinction between agricultural uses and the 

shoreline than �XRSRERXX¥ presently exists. The next area I'd like 

to describe are a series of valleys here Laupahoehoe Valley running 

all the way down here, Nuinu± and so on all the way down to Wailuku. 

I think in here is that endeavor to recognize the water shed is 

incomplet without a reco�nition of the streams to include only the 
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very steep topography which are of seenic significance and 

recreational importance. In the case of Wailuku River already 

a portion of this is in conservation and I would like to see it 

connected to the mauka conservation district. The area belrn,;r the 

Mauna Kea over here has pointed out to us is rich in wildlife 

resources and of the conservation boundary to include that 

seemed appropriate to us. The small area here which was a part of the 

original forest reserve which was not included intreoriginal con

servation district. It is forested and should be included at this 

time. Again indication along the shoreline 

by the deep trail that runs along here that leads to another 

area which was in the original forest reserve and is presently 

being forested. I would like to speak to this area lsr& here which 

joins the Puna forest reserve to the National Park Boundary. A 

portion of the National Park presently extends beyond the conse..r:

vation district boundary and we think this shouiifl. be includ1:0d :i.n 

the conservation district. There is a proposal to expand the park 

to include much of this area. It is presently not being farmed 

which would more logically draw a boundary :kx to join this whole 

area into one conservation district. Also an area above the road 

there, volcano which was in the forest reserve, it is being forested. 

Indicated on the shoreline here on down the south point where there 

is an area very rich in historic and archaelogic resources. It 

should also be recognized in the conservation district. like 

to leave the presentation there and deal only with this half, unless 
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any specific questions arise. I'd like to pass the presentation 

on to Howard Altman. 

Let's run through the presentation, then come back. 

Examining the existing urban area, we were charged with determining 

the exapnsion that could occur in a 10 year period of time, that is 

from '68-1978. & To examine that expj:msion against the exsiting 

urban area in each island. I will confine the statistical review 

to the east coast of this island. If there are any specific 

points, I will answer them as they come up. in the Hamakua Judicial 

district the first figure that you see that's 1965, is the approxi

mate population that existed in the area at that time. The figure 

that says'68 shows the change and the percent qhange. In this 

instance there has been a negative 8% or I should say a loss of 

approximately 8% of the people in the entire area. Then the '78 

projection shows that an approximate '?.7% increase to about 6,000 

people by 1978. The two figures under the line indicates th& acres 

of urban zoning as of '65 and the increase that has occurred through 

boundary changes through '68, 7% increase in this area. In the 

North Hilo area which is the judicial district as defined here has 

been an approximate 5% increase in population but '78, we perceive 

a loss of about 4%. Since '68, there has been a .3% increase in 

the existing urban zone. In the South Hilo area which includes the 

major urban area on the island, since 1968 there has been an ap

proximate 4% growth and Xl8!X:SRRN foreseen through '78 approximately 

to about 37,000 people. Since '65, there has been a 1% increase 
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in the existing urban zoning through boundary changes. In the 

Puna area since 1 68 0 excuse me since '65, there has been an 

approximately 25% increase in population in this area and through 

'78 there isn't a great deal of growth foreseen on an approximate 

2% loss in affect. Since 1 68 there a has been a 17% increase, this 

is a minus and it should be a plus. A 17% increase inthe existing 

urban zoning. Now on the island as a whole, since '65, our pro

jection which I should add are based on the State's projections, 

Department of Planning and Economic Development, an increase from 

'65 to 1 68 for the island as a whole of 11% and through '78 it is 

foreseen that the island will expand approximately 12%. Since '68 

there has been a 29% increase in the existing urban zoning that is 

the districts that have been added since 1968 through boundary 

changes a 3 year period of time about 29% increase. This figure 

as of '68 in terms of existing urban zones of about 24,500 acres 

is a key figure as I will explain. Now on this sheet at the island's 

scale, we have shown all of the proposals that have come to us 

for consideration to urban zoningand also other areas that show 

up on various reports. I will explain again the areas on the 

eastern side but I would like to say in total we have received 

requests to consider approximately 29,000 acres of urban zoning, 

that is a over the existing urban zone of about 24,000. A con-

siderable increase. In the Puna area we have been asked to consider 

by Mr. Allison approximately 208 acres for urban zoning here. The 

King's Landing area examined approximately 2,000 acres that is 
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presently subdivided but and in the ag zone but to consider it 

for urban. Ac. Brewer request in the Kalapana area of about 200 

acres here. A general area to consider for urban expansion from 

the County Planning staff of about 800 acres, that are shown with 

this key 16; 16a, b, c, d, generall in the Waikea and I should say 

also in the Kapaaa area here. 17, 18 and 19 which are located in 

these areas are also requests from c. Brewer to expand existing 

urban areas as a result of phasing out some of the older camps, 

totalling about 100 acres. I should add that these areas don't 

show up on our proposals but that it is our feeling, as consultants, 

that these areas should be added when the final b oundaries are 

drawn. At Laupahoehoe, Theo Davies, 18 acres right off the coast 

and 13 acres inthe Honokau area. C. �rewer approximately 50 acres 

in the same area and camp 8 area, Theo Davies, 95 

acres. That covers the various areas that we have been asked to 

consider for urban zoning. It is a portion of this 29,000 acres 

that I pointed out before and I'll just say as you can see the 

majority of the proposals are in the western coast and in the Kahu 

area. The primary area that shows up on the island in terms of a 

necessary area for urban expansion is in the Hilo area. 

That is a result of our thinking that the public owns land that has 

been considered for urban expansion should be considered 

bhi: that it has been shown that private ownership could develop 

faster and so our concern was to provide adequate urban expansion 
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for five year petiod that was other than state owned. Our figures 

show an approximate need :fr.or 893 acres in the Hilo area for proposed 

expansion. The areas that we,:are proposing are the Waikea area, 

k_cvvvi, c:vvlM..
the area makai of the Komanu (?) road extension and a portion 

mauka of that road. Additionally we proposed an adjustment in the 

urban zone around the airport to include the airport development. 

A second area, I should say a third area, again is an adjustment 

in the existing urban zone to include an area that is in our feeling 

falls under the definition of the urban zone. The norther coast 

further up, I'd like to show our proposals and then we can go back 

to the areas if there aren't any further questions. In the 

Honokau area we're propoxing 95 acres for urban expansion as a re-

sult of phasing out some of the older camps. This area is located 

mauka of the existing town in back of the hospital. Various other 

adjustments in the urban zone are R showing up from this area back 

up the coast and they are primarily R�i: again the phasing out of 

the result of phasing out of older camps and to provide adequate 

expansion in such areas as Pepekeo, Laupahoehoe, etc. If there 

are any questions in these areas we can refer bacJsk-o them. 

And also again we can speak to any other areas in the Kau location 

or on the western coast. 

Howard, I think in allfairness to everybody rather than there be 

questions asked at this tirre, we have so many people who wish to 

testify and so many of these questions that want to be asked probably 

will be answerew while different portion of the property is being 
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discussed, let's have the questions at the end that are not covered 

in the testimony. Would that be a good guideline to follow? If 

so, are you through Howard? I would like to call on Mr. Miguel, 

Dept. of Taxation. 

Gentlemen of the LUC, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Miguel and 

I'm with the Dept. of Taxation, our district office. This is in 

conjunction with some of the procedures and policies that we do 

have various land uses that has been established by the 

LUC. It is an area of clarification and not for a specific parcel 

involved. With your permi$sion I would like to read this. Mr. 

Ramon Duran, Executive Officer, Dept. of Planning and Economic 

Development, Land Use Commission. Act 142, Pitts-

burg Law or graded tax law, approved June 3, 1963, and became 

effective June 1, 1965, provided that Land Use Counties shall be 

classified upon consideration of size and best use into the 

followin9 general 1. Single family and two-family 

residential; 2. 3 or more two family apartments to 

resort� 3. commercial; 5. agricultural and 6. conservational. 

To further provide that in into one of the general 

classes the record of taxation which shall give consideration to 

the pursuant of Chapter 98 Act 187 and amended 

by Act 205, the State Zoning Law. The established by 

the county in each general plan and zoning ordinance use classi-

fications establishing a general plan of the State and such other 

factors which infl..uence highest and best use. 
u 

Our present policies 
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in general practice take the above as the basis for our classi-

fication of land. As the cone in to have file copies 

of the classification maps showing district boundaries in the 

Dept. of Taxation. We have also on file maps showing zoning 

boundaries by the county general plan and zoning ordinances. 

However, we would lile to suggest that residential subdivision of 

less than 1/2 R* acre lot be districted as urban and delineated 
now 

as such on LUC maps. These subdivisions are treated as non-con-

forming use in agricultural districts. This is not very clear 
dwellings are 

inasmuch as permitted in agricultural districts 

without having a special permit issued. We are now classifying 

this subdivision of less than½ acre lot as urban residential. 

We believe that urban designation will be more definite as these 

subdivisions do not quite fit the meaning of the non-conforming 

uses Chapter 98A related to the SLUC. I would like 

to quote the report where they explain the non-conforming use. 

The lawful use of land or building existing on the R base of 

establishment of any interim agricultural district or rural district 

in file form may become contiguous although such use including 

lot size does not conform with the provisions with this chapter 

prc:bvided that no non-conforming building shall be replaced, re

constructed or enlarged or changed to another non-corfurming use. 

In addition, if any non-conforming use of land or building is 

or held in abeyance for a period of one year, to 

the continuance of such use shall be prohibited. In 
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regard to anothe item, the urban districts include those lands 

now in urban use plus a reserve area for future urban growth. 

•A sector of Kamuela was districted as urban by the LUC which

subsequently county zoning agricultural com-

prehensive zoning ordinance adopted almost two years ago. The 

fact that the counties will regulat• internal zoning in three 

of the 4 districts, urban, angricul tural and rural districts, 

and give them the authority to change the district boundaries. 

However, the dedication feature of Act 205 can be affected as 

the requirement of agricultural dedication of urban districted 

land are different from agricultural dedication of agricultural 

district land. This is not clear and should be looked into so 

that lands can be correctly classified and petition for dedication 

can be acted on properly. Thank you. 

Are there any other government agencies that would like to testify? 

If they would we would like to have them at this time. If not, 

the next name on our list here is Claude Moore, C. Brewere and 

Company. 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Commission, ladies and gentlemen, 

my name is Claude Moore and I represent C. Brewer and Co., the Land 

Department. I would like to talk briefly R on the subdivision 

Pauhau, Pepeekeo, Mauna Kea Sugar and also in the Hilo District. 

We have submitted a request for about 50 acres at Pauhau to relocate 

the existing plantation village. These people have requested this 

and we have deferred any action on this for quite a while but now 
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we are having requests from our people for an area where they can 

either relocate the existing houses or build. We have selected 

two areas, ona a triagle between the new highway leading to Honokaa 

and the other area immediately mauka of that, separate from, bounded 

by the cane haul road on the mauka and the bvo streams ori either 

side. We selected these primarily because they are adjacent to 

County water, County water is available, and they areas rather 

hard to farm. By taking out these areas it would eliminate 0 I be

lieve all needs of Paauhala trucks, sugar trucks to haul 

We appreciate your consideration. At Pepeekeo in Kula imanu v,re have 

an area zoned urban here. The area above the road is subdivided. 

I think there is 65 houses built on 69 lots. We are presently 

constructing 41 lots immediately below the state highway. vH thout 

even having it available for sale there are over 70 names in the 

office waiting for lots. We're trying to ppoceed with another 

46 lots which �J\?ill leave ·with us about 45 more in that area. There 

is another urban area here at Andrade camp, completely sold out. 

We're proposing an area immediately adjacent to the lmver area over 

the gulch which is a natural boundary and then to connect from 

below .Andrade camp, cane haul road, over to Kulaimanu area. 

This ·will consolidate two urban areas and ,;,.7e believe 'vrill make 

possible the elimination of Pepeekeo camp 

and at leas·t tt1e :plantation h.ouses at Onohin.a carrtp and also 

This will mean the eventual 
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elimination of these camps. Mauna Kea S�gar we have 17,000 left 

in 

We have a few houses in Hamaula which are suitable for moving. 

·we have a small urban area immediately below this Wainaku camping

area which is completely sold out. vi1e would like a srnall strip 

below this area so that road through there. If we can 

get i::9:& a strip about 150 feet belrniv that road would enable us to 

put in 

and then there is a narrow strip from this urban area right in the 

middle of the it can come 1P part \,.ray 

about a 220 foot contour and then our water pressure gets 

and also a strip below Kawihi Road and the gulch in order to have 

enough room. We have approximately 49 employees still living in 

plantation housing in Onohua and Onomea. We would like to have 

sufficient lots to take .€:XRXE! care of these 

jyJ.oving into the Hilo area, we have a request in for zoning of :kh:e 

this Ainako area from the top of Ainako and across in this existing 

urban area. We believe this is <lIR a xi: legitimate request because 

it's closing up new existing urban areas. We have 

had several requests from developers who way they have money for 

immediate development. We haven't been able to talk with them 

because we haven't had any land available. They want large tracts 

to develop. By the same token in the upper Honokawai area, there 
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is an area in there which is right now a flood plain. The 

made the study. houses in there 

enough houses to justify a development to take 

care of the flood control and we have decided that we did not want 

to move old houses into the Hilo area next to the subdivision, so 

we would like to have this additional above 

Komohana zoned urban. We do not feel development can be feasible 

unless it can be a mass development because of the flood control 

problem. I stated thatthe contours I think it's quite possible 

easy to take care of streams 

and some of the water is coming in across the Kamanalau will be 

converted future by the County 

and will eliminate part of that flooding and if possible -

to develop it into a HR nice area because at one tine 

Mr. Moore ,'would you submit maps to the LUC please on your suggested 

changes to facilitate our work. 

We have submitted maps for everything except this one area immediately 

above the Wainaku I understand from .Mr. Hoffman they were 

inadvertantly misplaced and the plantaion request was not w:h� 

shown on the map so perhaps we should submit new ones for this 

area becasue we had submitted the non-cane areas. It might 

make a better, if we submitted for the entire area. 

I think it would be helpful, yes. Thank you, .Mr. Moore. .Mr. Nii. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the LUC, ladies and gentlemen, my name 

... 
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is Katsumi Nii and I'm representing farmers up in the Waikeoka 

district. There is a proposal there that they want to make it into 

urban. 'l1he farmen3 are asking 

I spoke on behalf oE them and elf at the public 

works' meeting in regards to 

and how we learned that this LUC We are ask.ing 

again on behalf of them trying to get the land retaired to agri-

culture and I'll read the letter was mailed to 

me from the Board of Supervisors. It says here, Mr. Katsumi Nii 

Dear Mr. Nii, In ly to your petition 

of December 12, 1968, regarding your opposition to rezoning of 

lands fo� agricultural, one acre, and requesting that the area be 

retained at The Board of Supervisors at 

the December 18th meeting requested the Planning Commission to leave 

the area in the pre�ent zone. We are trying to inform the other 

Commissioners about the 

Mrs. I'1arg·aret M .• Crowell, County Clerk. 'rhe carbon copy has gone 

to the Planning Commission. Now the area the farmers are interested 

in is withing the Waikea-uka Homestead area. on this 

map, it's kind of hard to define in the actual area that is proposed 

but according to the article that came out in the paper the other 

day, it was the area in Ainaola and Pupulau and 

Kav1ai.lani Streets. Now below Komohan Street it is already zoned, 

h,::,1 nw Tfomoh.::rn;:i .c:::t- -rAr-:>t- it :Ls already zoned as urban, 15. 000 square 

feet. Above Komohana Street happens to be 
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Haihai Street, that street is located inbetween Kawailani and 

aR Ainaola, within the triangle. Within the triangle the lot 

owners in there that farm in that lot and they have farmers up in 

the .A.inaolu area that farm, ·which has been changed to urban by the 

LUC in the 1964. But actually those farmers have been 

farming there since the land was up for sale by Lihue Plantation. 

Mainly, there's Mr. Sh,iroma there who raises poultry and his brother 

Charlie Shiroma ,pho has poultry products. 

We have Mr. Yagi there, he's one of the biggest island producer for 

cattle and poultry. He owns the Kolana Food Store.in Hilo. Now 

w:llmRXRH with the request for changing that area into urban comes into 

affect, then either all these farmers will be forced out , forced 

to move out of their farming area and they wouldn't have no other 

place to go because of the fact that there wouldn't be any land 

available. Now in this area where Mr. Yagi lives, at the Board of 

Supervisors' meeting requested for change of &ming there which was 

up for 5-10 acres lot, I think. I may be wrong 

Anyway, we've asked for this to be 

��EN considered as semi-agricultural lot because of the fact that 

right now slaughter house in the urban area • That is 

�lvay below Komohana Street. In that area he has his slaughter house 

and eventually he would have to move out, so his :iRRME plans are to 

move up into this agricultural area where he happens to have 150 

acres. Now there was a propcra.1 that came before the Planning 

Commission that 1500 feet above Pupulau road being included into 
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the urban zone. Now if 1500 feet of that area being taken out from 

Pupulau Road, his chicken coop where he raise$ couple thousands 

£� fryers and roosters would be affected 1500 feet. 

That would mean that N he ·won I t be able to farm on that area. 

That would mean we would have to take out all these poultry farms 

and everything. This 

in that 150 acre area. So on behalf of all the farmers that are 
with 

farming in that triangle, I'm asking the LUC to consider the farmers 

because of the fact that all these farmers saying why should they 

try and take the private land for urban when 

farming. Now the State would go down below Pumuhana where the old 

Ca:(np 4 area and all that State owns that land, if they needed land 

for urban useage they could very well use that land and leave the 

farmers where they are now. There are approximately, I would say, 

get the names of all the people that �e± live within 

the triangle area and I have 39 names here that are located in that 

triangle. And when I made the petition I mR�R meant most of, the 

large landoi/lmers in there that owns 40 acres, 20 acres and so forth. 

to sign the petition to ask the Board of Supervis,rs to go along 

and retain that area into agricultural zone. The triangel would 

be between Pumuhana , Kawailani and Ainaloa Road. I've gone ahead 

and asked farmers in the out]¥Lng areas whe-trer they were going to 

keep trei.r land into agricultural acres or would they rather 

go into urban. A majority of them, the ones that I've talked to, 

would want to hold onto their lands because that is the only property 
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they own so they're asking to help them in behalf of their and 

ask the LUC to go along ,,Tith the recommendations of the Board of 

Supervisors, County of Hawaii, and retain that land into agricultur al 

acres. Thank you very much. 

Wbat percentage of the farmers in t he area would rather 

The ones that I've spoken to are 

What percentage of the total? 

The ones affected vvithin the triangle. Well, right here I migk:kx:s:R!( 

have to say it may have to affect all of the farmers that are involved 

in that area. There is Mr. 

I'm asking what percent 

Well, I would say at least 75%. 

Walter Freitas • 

. Mr. Chairman, members of the LUC, general public, my name is Walter 

F'reitas and I live on Kupulau Road in the exact area that the speaker 

prior to me discussed. I speak for quite a number of people in that 

particular area aand I am speaking primarily in the triangle that 

is being proposed by the Planning Commission which is the subject 

matter of this hearing today, to change from agricul toc al use to 

urban use. I sayktrictly within that area. I am in the makai side 

of Kupulau Road. It is my understanding that this here is the 

area that we are talking about., net. the mauka side. The mauka 

side as I understand it is to remain agricultural. The gentleman 

here on the Commission here asked a question as to what percent 
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of the people in this particular area favor retaining it in agri

cultural use. You can discuss this with 50 different people and 

get 50 different answers. I can safely say at this time there are 

over 900 acres that are being proposed in this area for change 

from agricultural to urban use. approximately 40% 

right no�z that is :being used for residential purposes on 

a nonconforming basis. In the area on the boundary by Kawalani, 

Pukalau and Haihai, there's a particular area of 160 acres that 

�JI.las zoned or changed by the Planning Comm.iss ion as one -acre agri

culture. 1rhese comprise the subdivision of Macadamia 

Haihai Heights, Waikea Homesights. This is the property that I 

own and a piece of the property of 40 acres which is in ownership of 

Mr. Ben Inouye and .Mr. Raymond Right below that right 

on the corner of Haihai and Ainaola, there is another subdivision, 

I'm not sure of the exact name, amounting to about 30 acres, that is 

all in residential subdivisions. Along Ainaola there are parts of 

the land that are two acres, one acre and the former camp site which 

the state subdivided, quite a number of years ago, after the planta

tion closed down. All in one acre houselots. The camp itself 

can't It's almost 7500 square foot lots. Along Ka\A.ra:Llaui 

there was some transact.ions just within the wee},: of the farmland 

that was discussed by the speaker prior to me that was sold in the 

area of $1�000 for 40 acres and these people have no intention for 

farming. And these are some of the lands that are being farmed riqht 

now. I would like to say at this time that inasmuch as the survey 

!. 
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by the consultants here as shown without any doubt there is a lack 

of urban area within the Hilo district. That ·we wholeheartedly 

support this change from agricultural to urban district within the 

boundaries as proposed by the Planning Department of the County of 

Hawaii and the LUC. I speak mainly in Kawailani, rnakai Pukalau, 

and Ainaola district. To keep these areas in agricultural use 

for any longer period of time, we would only be fooling our selves 

we'd only be trying to prolong what eventually will come and I 

mean progress in this particular area. Thank you. 

Thank you Mr. Freitas. Mr. Allison. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the board and the public, my name is 

Ralph Allison and I represent the onwers of land in Panaewa Houselots. 

We requested that,A:.his be changed back to urban four years ago 

and the LUC turned us i�:a: down. Wf'., took it to court and as of 

March 14, this year, we given a judgement reversing the order of the 

LUC. There's a 176 acres involved, about 60 owners involved. The 

original petition has 57 of the owners on it. We would like to see 

this put into urban use and in many cases it is for the purpose of 

allowing the present ov.rners to build an additional house or two 

so that either childrerl, parents or others can be housed in the same 

land and in some cases there will � be a few rentals. But in any 

case we feel that this should be urban land and there is good roads 

in the area now and the recent addition of the land beyond this to 

these houselots 6 inch to 8 inch water pipeline into our 

area. So 1"1ater is no longer a problem except for a few spots where 
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the additional piping will have to be taken care of for a few of 

the houses but not for the whole area. would like to 

see this made urban on the basis of the judges• s decision. •rhank 

you. 

Your request then is for this area definitely to be urban, not 

rural. 

1ilell, it could be rural, some of it prefer urban but either one 

would be better than what we have now. 

Thank you. Mr. Roy K. Nakamoto. 

Do you want me to speak on all my five requests? 

Well, shall we limit you to 10 minutes per request. That fair 

enough? 

That's more than adequate, I won't even take 10 minutes. My name 

is Roy Nakamoto and I'm an attorney. I represent several clients 

and that is why I have so many requests. Just briefly 

so that I will not take up the Commission's time, first of all I 

would like to speak on behalf of Robert Yamada who has, owner of some 

property out there in Kona which I will 

mention to the Commission and ask the Comrnission to consider this 

matter. '.rhis concerns that property that he ovms, tax key 7-3-03. 

These are parcels and it is on an area that has approxi-

mately 24 acres. I believe this was once the subject of a Land 

Use change district boundary request which was denied. A portion of 

this land right near the highway is already in urban use and 

has been subdivided and it is below that he would like 
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to have included in the urban area. The reasons for this is that 

the character of this entire area is changing and there are many 

many other subdivisions there. The cou;nt¥ is putting in the 

and other facilities there and we feel tht: this particular 

area wi.11 be needed for for the servicing of the 

resort industry that is moving out there in the Kona area. I would 

add that the be amended to include 

Could you point aou the area on the big map, please? 

Somev,rhere in the a rea designatea H-7. It is near the Kona 

further north of the Kona Pa lisadae s, k:ona 

approximately 310 acres and situated just mauka of the area 

o:f the Kalapana Black Sands are;:,, which we understa nd is going 

into the resort of County planning department 

the urban districts of the Land Use Commission. 

Now this area is just--will adjoin a resort area and we feel that 

this area will also be needed for a part of th� �esort 

Kalapana Black Sands area is going to be 

that 

are covered by one to six six twenty four 

and twenty five. There is water going to that area, road is coming 

in and I understand appropriations have already been made for the 

public service developm0nt and has the support of 

development for lthe resort area. We feel that it should be in 

an urban area so :that it can be utilized/for the pur�oses. Then 

now speaking on the behalf of the Aloha Importer Land Company 

they are the ovmers of a portion of land that is already in urban 

use and has under contract to purchase an area immedi.atel\l above 
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this place in the urban This is in the area 

right above the White Sands Beach of Kona. ,'They " have 

a White Sand Beach in I the same subdivision on the urbaiareas.

Now, their property extends from the --there's a row of properties 

above Alii Drive up umtil Kuakini Highway. They have a strip of 

land having a total area of approximately 200 acres. Now this 

particular property above the -- I think 'its 

Now we feel ;that this area is 

in great demand and needed for the qr0;ving urban characi:Eer of that 

area and this particui:har property between two urban areas along 

Alii Drive and one urban area along Kuakini Highway and that it 

would have an area in between which would still be agricuatural 

use. Now we feel that :i.f this were also in urban use it wouiD.d 

facilitate the orderly deVcBlopment of this area; that land altihough 

i.t i.s not in to that area 

problem of water drainage that would have to be met and als.o 

facilities bringing water down into this area from the Jrnauka areas 

if roads and constrlucted in this area for this 

development of. this property. Feel that Kana lacks the urban 

area for this type c:,f support of the residential or resort 

use area of the makai or shoreward area and 

we feel that this particular property should also be put into the 

urban area . Now also in the Kona area there is a portion of 

land--SI do not know the exact number but this is the land 

that is just Ijlauka of the Kuakini Highway - Palani Road intersec

tion. This is the property that is owned by Don Rapoza on 

behalf of Edmund Yuen and Harold Natsu--took a porti on of their 
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property on lease and are also purchasing a not a portion of it 

The land is just south of the Lilioukalani Trust lands and mauka 

of the Lanihau property. And we understand therer is going to be 

a proposed road connecting the Road that will 

cut over to the Keahole area. And this land will be bisected 

by ;_thi.s road. Now we feel that this particular area again would 

be better to be encl�sed by urban area , would be highly suitable 

and needed for ·the logical development of Kailua town in this 

mauka direct�on. It is right near the our affairs 

and would be for urban developJS}mnt 

or included within, the urban boundaries. And finally I represent 

I Fukushima and a bunch of small landowners in the 

Kamuela area. Fukushima Store is along the highway from Honokaa 

to Kamuela town. Now the urban area ends just short of th is 

Fukushima Store which is about the last boundary of this particular 

area. This land or a large part of this land is presently in 

urban use. Now perhaps time of the original 

creation of land use boundaries th�s was not included within the 

urban district. There are around this Fukushima Store there is 

Mauna Kea Motors practically across ·ti-e street and f-4/ we feel that 

extending this urban district along the hiqhway up until the place 

where the <Urban use is being made, urban commercia.l, ism is being 

made of the land,would serve the orderly development of Kamuela 

town, and ask the Commission to come in •••• 

In reference to your Kona clients, have they any plans in regard 

to ? The reason I ask this question we're continually 

asked fov:- urbanization of areas in Kona, and there's been a lot of 
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area urbanizea,there but the amount of building has been very little 

or nil. 

Which particular one---

I'm speaking of -- in general of Kona, but I mean you have few 

clients, I thi.nk, ---

As far as the Aloha Newport plan is concerned, there is a portion 

down below which is the urban district. It is subdivided and land 

is being sold that the only thing now is that the actual construc

tion of the road which is going in now has not been completed so 

we have not been able to get the required building permit althouah 

there has been waiting in my office an application for at least 

seven more building permits on these lots. The land has not been 

on the market very long but those who have purchased are already 

interested in building and I think there is al.ready one building 

going up which is very near to the main road. There is access. 

Now that ix one particular piece: now that other piece that I 

spoke about about the property is immediately 

adjoining the Lanihau property which is now being under the process 

of the Planning and Development---

No that is the Village Commercial that would be some sort of 

general commercial use and I understand because I 

on this particular that there is a there has been an 

approach made to the Planninq Commission here for the immediate 

development, but that development will be the next one of 

beinq able to be developed. And on that property 

there are el.even lots ih,that particular portion near the road to 
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\j\rhich the other portion' adjoins and althouqh the eleven lots ... 

the sale of ••• each of them is just about to be concluded ••.• 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the State Land Commis.ilion, I'm Larry 

Kelper o:f Architects of 

Honolulu, This afternoon I'm representinq T. C. MacMillan Associates 

potentia 1 de\elopers of land presently owned by Kapoho Land 

and Development Company. The Kapoho Land and Dr:!velopment Company 

owns about five thousand acres of land in the Kapoho area of 

the state. As shoY\Trl h,cre, th0 land extends from Cape Kuakahi 

mauka some six miles up to the intersection of Pahoa- Road 

and I<a1;>oho-P2hoa Road. The five thousand acre parcel has some 

urban zoninq at the present time, also a cultural zoning, and 

a large area oe conservation zoning corresponding to the 1960 

lava flow of this gen.er.al area. The urban :;;:onincr is located along 

th2 coastal araa about right here. Our firm has iust completed the 

qenet"a 1 plans of J<:apoho lands for Macmillan Associa::.es to get it 

into the development of the property. Macmillan Associates intends 

to purchase the land, subdivide it and make improvements, and 

market the land within the next :five year period. Accordingly, we 

would like favorable consideration for the urban zpning that 

woulc1 qreatly help. The general plan of Kapoho land shown on 

this plate ; the Kapoho area is approximately 27 miles or 

about a 30 to 40 minute drive to Hilo. The area is hharacterized 

by several prominent volcanic cones and craters such as Kapoho 

Crater in this area , Cone here, several historic sites 

such as the old Hawaiian fish farms in this area, and a warm springs 
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area. From sea level the land slopes gradually to about a 600foot 

elevation. The soil is principally of volcanic ash and cinders 

generally have been given a D and E rating, meaning general 

for agriculture. However they are actually very 

in raising certain crops such as vanda orchids, anthurium, 

papaya, and guava. The Kapoho area is the principal area in the 

state for qrowing papayas and about 75°/o of vanda orchids come 

from this genera 1 area. Kapoho is bisected by the -Kapoho 

road, this road right here, and is connected with the Blliack Sand 

B 0,!ach in Kalapana here and continues on to the Chain of Craters 

route. The road is planned in the near future to be extended as 

a scenic highway from Kapoho to Hilo. The general plan proposes 

development under agriculture and resort recreation community 

with agricultural green belts and areas of conservation surrounding 

urban settlement areas. The urban areas are shown as yellow for 

residantial, and red for commercial, and orange for resort. The 

risidential areas are located on the higher slopes cif ancient 

volcanic cinder cones, and around t� base of Kapoho Crater, in 

thhi general area. The plan suqgests a wide variety of residential 

types of density with any 

planned developments on the upper slopes 0£ the old cones, and 

situated around a commercial complex around the base of Kapoho 

Crater. A single family residential on an average quarter acre 

lot on the lo·wer slopes of thA old cones and around a proposed 

gold: course area. A major commercial complex is proposed for 

here ne·ar the intersection of the two main roads in the area, 
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with secondary commercial centers located in the residential 

areas at about this point in here,the intersections of the 

main road, interior road into the residential area. A restaurant 

site is proposed for the top of cone. Two resort areas 

are �roposed , one aloncr the coast near the fi.tshpond which is 

presently in an area of urban zoning, and one in the interior of 

kK�poho Crate�, this point right here. With the exception of the 

resort site within the crater, and the restaurant iite on the 

cone here, the Kapoho Crater and the Kukui Cone 

and the upper parts of the ancient cones will retain this conser

vation or an open area. This would prest?rve the area in a natural 

wood state as it is now. About one third of the area would be 

retained for agriculture as shown in the bright or darker green 

areas. The plan envisions the expansion of the urban growing 

belt for floraculture crops with anthuriums on the upper and 

cooler slopes of bhe area. The orchid area is generally in this 

area here. Thus increasing Kapoho's importance as a major flower 

center of the state. Farm lots would be collect i.vely managed 

through the formation of farm owner associations, and majority 

approval of all aqricultural lots' owners would be required 

before any single owner could request and rezone his 

thereby,.encouraqd:ng the preservation of agricultural land as we 

showed up here. The plan also indicates some 2000 acres of Kapoho 

retaining conservation, as shown in ();fray. 'rhis 1960 cinder cone, 

and a warm springs recreation area would he included within the 

conservation area. We request that some 1500 acres be reclassified 
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from an agricultural district to an urban district so that. 

development--residential, commercial, and resort area can 

take place within the next five years. MacMillan Associates 

proposes a first increment development, the residahtial golf 

course and commercial area right here. Water is availabae from 

a well near Green Lake in Kapoho Crater. The 

presently extends along Kaimu-Kapoho Road from about this point 

roughly bbtmd by this point, which could :supply the water for 

an additional development. The development of the mauka residential 

areas· would occur in later increments within the same five year 

peri od. Water for these areas could be provided by extending 

a line that now exists between Kapoho and the upper property 

bound at this point. As indicated earlier, the land has a 

D and E classification, ·.the lowest in agricultural production 

ratings. This is principally because of the soil's 

composition, volcanic quartz. There are portions 

of the property which have little or no sih;rrface soil but are 

instead covered with lava and cinders. Considerable success 

has been obtained in farming certain crops in this type of 

conditd.on, which either do well in lava and cinder material,', 

or which use the lava purely as support, and not for 

Crops such as I mentioned before would be papayas, vanda orchids, 

anthuriums and so forth. The urban areas which we're requesting 

are generally situated in areas where soils of these grades exist. 

In much o:f these areas, between here,,· here, and here, are presently 
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1.n abandonP� RUq3r can�. ThP nlan retains considerable land 

ty,'"'e cn�r- r-or aqri.cnl tural usAs" The pl an is 

,qri_c1Jl tura1 land >:'or 

u rl,7'1. 11.�f>s

for a y�ar rnund vacat�on and retired 

The interior of the crater--Kapoho Crater--is 

extremely ,::,i .. cturesque for resort development and yet such 

development would not detract from the natural beauty of the 

dominant landscape features. The around 

thf' crater is well suited for a golf course 

community, and the increased number of visit.ors to·the area, coupled 

with a nroposed residential area and scenic highway 

for commercial development and the major intersection at this 

point, as well as each secondary point. Urban zoning is needed 

for the realization of the plan. Thus we request your consideration. 

In closing I would like to indicate that I would be happy t o  answer 

any questions of a specific nature dealing with plans, construction 

development, or the development program. Thank you. 

Thank you.very much 

Could you tell me where the Nakamura Store used to be? Is 

that in that area? 

Nakamura, Store? That's in Ka,:,oho; its south··riqht in this area 

where the .: old town used to be,
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Alley, he talks about ancient cones. Maybe by ancient he means 

15 years. I was there not so ancient cones 

ertipted.. I wondered what you were going to do with the not 

so ancient ones. 

The not so ancient cones for example 

Well that's simple. That's up near the top too 

I mean they're also ••• In 1955 •••• They're situated 

about right in here. Now this again is indicated by 

would be a conservation or a area to serve as an 

open space . It is a cone. It's not really a 

but we would preserve it as an area of open space. 

area 

Has planning eliminated the possibility of a lava flow within 

the next five years? 

This has been considered. We have had sessions with the 

at the University, and we of course this is one of the big 

concerns now the plan builds in certain aspects of that. For 

example, any residential development in this area are included 

on a higher slope. If there is volcani:c activity it could 

occur on these higher slopes. It could also occur anywhere else 

and move down into the sea. On a higher land you have certainly 

more protection than you would on a lower ••• 

You say you have an investor who is ready to proceed with the 

development? Is he aware of this risk and all? 

Yes. Yes he is very much aware of that ••• 

One mere question. Would you buy a lot and build a house right 

on It.here? 

Kelper Yes 
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Any other questions? 

My that you build 

crater? 

No. Not actually, In this area for example it isn't, and I would 

it's an old cone. Right now its the 

uppermost part is very rugged there is lava outcropping 

the majority of this area is a sloping land of about 

two percent. 

Isn't that much too steep? 

No ••• this one here is much too steep, and of course this one here ••• 

all this here. 

Are there any other questions? Okay thank you. 

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Land Use Commission, my name is 

Richard Jichaku. I was asked to represent Mr. Dave 

who is president of Hawaiian Paradise Park • • • he'd like to 

have the King's Landing area which he has in pili 

2ct00 acres to be consideeed for urban zone. At the present time 

the 2100 acres is considered to be in 

The land is divided into 20,000sq. ft. subdivision 

would like'.to have thdis thing clarified 

and urbanized that he may be able to proceed with the housing plan 

that is now under consideration. Mike wanted me to present to 
airport 

you the ii;ili{iti development, the Hilo airport development will 

someway tie in with this subdivision. The planning as I under

stand it in Honolulu with the legislature that the access road 

to the new terminal will take place on Kuanakoa Street on the lower 

side. And we also know that all development is going to take place 
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along this road to King's Landing appropriations 

that was made session of 1968. I am led to understand that 

, Tanaka, and , Engineers are now causing 

the Water Resources Study and are planning for 

It is probable that in order to clarify some of the ambiguities 

that now exist in the urban type shall we say the rural type of 

• 

subdivision that is under the Grandmotaer Clause 

because ·· of the fact that the subdivision plans were filed prior to 

request 
the Land Use Commission's actions but at this time �txrt5,<i that 

you consider this request of ours and grant 

Thank you just a minute. Are there any questi ons from any of 

the commissioners? 

Yes. Now you talk about all these highways going downtto King's 

:!Landing, the airport down to Kona, the Gold Coast highway from 

Kawaihae to Honokahau. You think that your so-called G. I. 

allows all these projects in Hawaii? 

I would like to think 1 so, yes. 

enough money you think? 

If the House of the slhould go through I ttink 

we have the 

• 

It's a very •••• Question that I would not be able to answer for you. 

This all depends on the legislators •••• Now you know that $20,000 

was appropriated for the planning ,for the roadway, and the water 

plans last yfar. As soon as the planning is completed, I woihald 

like to think that the state is willing to appxpriate moeyy 

for the dproject, otherwise, if not •••• 

Any othre questons? 
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How many houses are in Paradise Park today? 

We are talking about something that is more particular tran 

Paradise Park. We are talking about something that is kind of-

o�, Pumaile Hospital ••• 

I realize that but I was curious how many houses are actually built. 

I have no idea. 

Another thing would Mr. Waturnull be prepared to pay urban 

tax rates on this 2100 acres? 

I think if the tax office were to assess it, yes. 

Any other Questtons? All right thank you. Does anyone else 

wish to testify? We've run through the list of names we had 

and if anyone else has anything to say we'd be very happy to 

hear .. them. 

Yes. Thfere wasn't anything particular. I just wanted to know 

what's going to · happen to the West , the East, and the Wes� 

side of our South Point up towards the 

corner and up to the Nati onal Park 

Any specific area? 

No, I just wanted to kn�w 

south 

of the east side. 

I see. We'll try to briefly review the proposals . . . 

Mr. McGill, are you the tax assessor in Hawaii? I'd like to 

ask a question. There's so many people demanding for urban iza

tion and once we urbanize them I just wondered if you tax them 

enough so that they develop these lands, by the way. I'm saying 

are you taxing them enought so that they don't speculate on land. 
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The land use boundaries are changed, you know into urban. 

And you are taxing them enough? 

The proposal was to extend this boundary along the shore to 

South point, and at South Point include a conservation district 

with the series of historic archaeological sites 

and also include this 

forked line which includes a number of historic artifacts and 

and some burial caves. And that essentially 

is the proposal about the South Point area. 

Does that answer your question? 

Now I've got another one, if I may. 

Certainly. Would you state your name, please for our records? 

My name is Mrs. Hansen from Volcano. I'm primarily interested 

in the pneeervation of Historical sites and also opened areas 

fdr recreation. I have one question I wuld like to ask you. 

What is the length, width of that--15 a hundred feet? 

As I recall, the Trail 

about 300 feet in from the shoreline 

ns there anyone else? 

Yes. I'm Ken • I wanted a little more clarification on 

this 300 foot setback in agricultural. I'd like the staff to

explain maybe a little bit about the philosophy behind it and

what is the intended use for this route that ••• as far as the

private landowners are concerned.
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I think what we're saying is that land , shoreline land whi ch is 

not in agricultural use is easier to destroy. It is better 

to be classified as conservation than presently 

to be in agriculture 

so that the intention 

agricultural products in any way. 

agricultural uses 

to that from 

try .to 

indicate the variety of situations that we have run into designating 

the shore line district. In the one case it represents the 

sea, the Pali Coast and would be the point at 

which we would classify it, or draw lines, classify land makai 

of that as conservation. In the second instance we're talking 

about gentle slopes near the sea. Here possibly is a windbreak 

with a cane haul road here, and this 'would be the line we 

would indicate on a map that makai of that point would be 

for conservation. In the second instance, others would ala, 

indicate a point where a strong vegetation line would begin 

there also as a designati on. Then if there is no vegetation 

we'd simply use the cane haul or agricultural roads. In the 

absence of any of these we have a general slope or a steeper 

slope with no poi�t where you can clearly identify the shoreline. 

We have indicated a line 300 feet from the present conservation 

district boundary. 

You contemplate no use on that as far as residences or anything 

likd this. 

Now under the present circumstances 

if your property is confined within, ·these 300 feet you will have 
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two alternatives still (l)To go to the Land Use Commission for 

Urban Rezoninq� and the other is tb qo :tJi{ to the Department 

of Land and Natural Resources its regulations could permit 

the certain uses. So the purpose is not to prevent it from 

being jsed or closely confined by law which says that a 

conservation district is lost as an agricultural district ••• 

I can see projecting shoreline as·giv¢ing people 

access along shorelines of property but I think 

foot setback about all agricultural property that is not 

presently in intensive agriculture is access ••• 

Are there any other 

This does not give the public access to that 300 feet. 

I don't understand. 

No, I'm saying I think this is the beginning perhaps of 

something along this line but I'm saying that I am not 

against giving the public gifts of the oceanfront because 

300 

I believe this is the way it should be done. I think that 

this is perhaps the mechanics of the whole thing starting to 

take this public land perhaps against private ownership 

interests. 

In other words your concern is that the next step would be 

this 300 feet would be public property. 

Well, I realize that they would have to But what 

this basically does is drop the land value immediately by setting 

this into conse�vation and what it does than is allow perhaps 

government to come in and at this lower price 
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where presently it is carrying a very highralue because it is 

oceanfront property. But the thing is there are peculiar things 

to this island perhaps that are not on the other illands, and 

.there is so much property that is not agricultural property 

but is classified as agricultural property but it has no 

agricultural use. So what happens is that because we have 

no other designation except agriculture, and you know hundreds 

of thousands of acres are this :way but have no agricultural 

�p�ential, then �rhaps should be in some other designation. 

This is the only point I make because it is crucial. 

What \Olld you suggest? 

I don't know; whether there was a designation--another desggnation 

I don't know a would set this aside or an urban 

reserve type of thing1 I really don't know because I'm not 

a planner •••• But I'm just saying this I think, the agricultural 

designation for so much of this of this island is 

not the correct designation. Its really kind of a subterfuge. 

Will the consultant explain to us why this type of zone would 

more effectively control· the shoreline than an agricultural 

zone• 

I think my comments on the shoreline areas yesterday with 

the Commission if anybody wants to read it, it answers ••• 

I would like to redevelop definitions for instance ••• 

is that porti on of land adjacent tdany natural waterfall, 

or body of water that is normally dry, but is covered with water 
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during flood stages, or coastal land--thlt portion of land 

adjacent to the ocean, or other large body of water which 

is normally dry during normal tidal condit�ons but is covered 

with water resulting from abnormal marine conditions such as 

hurricanes, tsunamis, and unusually high seas. It shall also 

be referred to as flood plain. 
\.,, 

Now this reguJ;lation 

now this would be the same areas you are talking about. And yet, 

the Land Use Law precludes the County on zoning and this 

zoning would have to apply 

proposes Zone 1 Prohibitive Sectionr Zone II Restrictive 

Section, and Zone III the Warning Area. Therefore, I'll 

Section 

give you the land in Agricultural Allowance Zone. Putting 

it into Conservation 'WOuld not allow us to apply regulation. 

Yes, I think this is a legal matter we should have loo):ed at 

because when the Federal Government intended this law I'm 

sure they didn't recognize the unique character of Hawaii, and 

you know we're the only state in the union that has state zoning, 

and we ought to examine this with our attorneys and look into 

this problem a littJ,e more. I think we can resolve to the 

County's satisfaction and take advantage of this 

provision of the law. 

I feel that this is 

big,. er 

to think back to the 

and other laws that the County 

including the public law 

It seems to me that there's a good poss ibi]:iJty here for the Count¥ 
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and the state tp··work together if these a�·-:;::aas are to be desig

nated. 

l ·...:-si.:rik :its a pretty good idea,, myself. If these areas are 

to be designated, I see no reason why we could not 

when the time comes. 

llre you saying that if the County-has a zoning 
interpretation 

along the shore like that according to the �ittittl�i of the 

present land use law that you would as well as 

the interpretation of the law in relation to that? 

That's right. It's what I would call a better definiti on 

than 300 feet. 

Are there any other remarks that anyone cares to make on this 

subject? Do any of the commissioners have anything they wish 

to bring up? Well this concludes the hearing on the Proposed 

Boundary Changes and the Regulations. 
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··s'l'ATE OF HAWA:CI
LAND USE COMMISSION 

Five-Year District Boundaries & Regulations Review Program 
Minutes of Meeting 

Hale Halawai Cultural Center 
Kailua, Kona, Hawaii 

'April 25, 1969 - 1:00 p.m. 

Commissioners Present: c. E. s. Burns, Jr., Chairman

Consultants Present: 

Staff Present: 

Wilbert Choi 
,..Shelley Mark 
.. surmo Kido 
. Leslie Wung 
.-Alexander Napier 
,Shiro Nishimura 
Goro Inaba 

Edward Williams 
Howard Altman 
Chris Degenhardt 

Ramon Duran, Executive Officer 
Ah Sung Leong, Planner 
William Gorst, Planner 
George Pai, Legal Counsel 
Jean Soma, Stenographer 

Chairman Burns swore in persons wishing to present 
lU& 12.,u..f:.f:---d- /i!-£..frc..t..,ltCutn..s 

testimony regarding proposed amendments to the�land use

districts. Bou,./0412../c:s . 

Mr. Edward Williams of the consulting firm of Eckbo, 

Dean, Austin & Williams retained by the Land Use Commission 

to conduct the Five-year District Boundaries and Regulations 

Review Program presented to the public an overview of the 

recommended proposals to the Land Use Commission's Rules and 

Regulations. In addition, the district reguJat.ions were 
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Proposed mendments to the Rural, Agricultural, and 

con servation D:istricts were presented by Mr. Chris Degenhardt. 

Rural Districts 

No significant changes have been made in this district 

classification. 

Agricultural Districts 

Criteria established for determining an Agricultu�al 

District: 

1. agricultural potential in terms of soil productivity

2. agricultural potential as expressed by existing

land uses.

Conservat1'n Districts 

Criteria established for determining a Conservation 

District: 

1. lands containing slopes in excess of 20%,

2. areas subject to tsunami inundation,

3. scenic areas (existing parks, areas proposed for

park use), and

4. shoreline areas.

Areas proposed by consultants for inclusion in the 

Conservation District: 

1. Kapoho Valley - proposed for park,

2. Waipio Valley - scenic value, stretch of shoreline

at the present Conservation District boundary down

to wailuku Valley,
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Note:   "Proposed amendments" to the Agricultural  and 
Conservation Districts

"from east Kohala ....including the Hamakua Coast"  The Hamakua 
Coast ends at the Wailuku Valley at the northern boundary of the 
City of Hilo.

Note: the "Criteria" for changes  are to based  on the 
"agricultural potential as expressed by existing land uses" AND 
"in terms of soil productivity".

The Property was in Ag. use in 1969 and the Property is Prime 
Ag. land.

Note: the "Criteria" for  "determining"  the new Conservation 
District boundaries are based on 4 criteria.  Only criteria 
number 4. is applicable.   to the Property

Particularly the "proposed scenic areas that are either existing 
parks or areas proposed for park use" .  

Areas that are are "proposed for park use" are described in the 
next section "Areas proposed" clauses 1. through 9.  

Only clause 9. , which is shown on the next page describes 
"shoreline areas" which does not describe the Property.
Note:  clause 2. appears to describe the Report's page 36 reference 
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3. South Hilo - forest reserve area which is not

include in Conservation District,

4. Kapoho Crater - forest reserve area adjacent to the

park, which is proposed for expansion and lands on 

both sides are presently forested and characteristic

of Conservation District; Green Lake - unique scenic

resorts,

5. South Point - historic scenic sites in the area

6. Kealakekua Bay - there is a plan to maximize the

scenic facilities in this area and this can best be

accomplished by including small areas of steep

topography continuing along the shoreline,

7. dry forests - wildlife resources,

8. an area containing the second largest collection of

petroglyphs in the State, majority of area is

State-owned land - State should take actiont to

assure preservation of this i historic site, and

9. shoreline area - steep topography, scenic value,

large collection of artifacts, King Kamehameha I

and a series of other archaeological remains.
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Note:  Clause 3. describes the South Hilo Judicial District.  The Property 
is located in the South Hilo Judicial District.

The Property:   
(see page 2 definitions)........... "Conservation Districts 
Criteria established for determining a Conservation District:  1. thru 4." 

The only applicable criteria that may apply is criteria #4. on page 2. 
"shoreline areas"  however #9. on page 3. lists 5 criteria none of which 
apply to the Property.  While it may first be believed that #2 "Scenic 
value" in #9. refers back to what a "scenic area" is described to be on the 
previous page it does not meet the described definition i.e........  

3. scenic areas are described to be (existing parks, areas proposed for
park use),

None of the 1. thru 9. "Areas proposed by consultants for inclusion in the 
Conservation District:" include the Property because the Property is not 
described in 1. thru 9.  (see definition of scenic above).
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Mr. Altman discussed the population figures for 1965 as

compared to 1968, percent of increase in population during 

this same three-year period, and anticipated percentage of 

growth for 1978 (Judicial Districts for island of Hawaii). 

These were the bases considered for examining existing Urban 

Districts in the County of Hawaii in conjunction with the 

projected urban expansion that could occur during a ten year 

growth period (1968-1978) • . 
I

.. Ov�� 
1. Kahua Ranch - Kawaihae

2. Dilrock-Eastern - Kawaihae

3. Signal Oil - Kawaihae

4. Huehue Ranch (First Study) - Kona

II II (Second Study)- Kona 

Sa. Hawaii Coastal Properties - Kona 

Sb. Huehue - Kona 

Sc. Lanihau Corp. (Honokohau Ltd.) - Kona 

Sd. Violet Greenwell - Kona 

6. Kealakehe - Kona

7. Liliuokalani Trust - Kona

Sa. Kona Realty - Kona 

Sb. II II - Kona 

9. Bishop Estate - Keauhou

10. Bishop Estate - Kealakekua Report

11. Discovery Harbor - Kau

5,000 

550 

8,000 

2,507 

(230) 

460 

(595) 

320 

85 

360 

1,500 

140 

166 

1,454 

650 

1,304 
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ba zezoned urban. Areas which the consultants have been asked 

to consider for inclusion in the Urban District are as follows: 

Landowner - Area 

1. Kahua Ranch - Kawaihae

2. Dilrock-Eastern - Kawaihae

3. Signal Oil - Kawaihae

4. Huehue Ranch (First Study) - Kona

II II (Second Study)- Kena 

Sa. Hawaii Coastal Properties - Kona 

Sb. Huehue - Kona 

Sc. Lanihau .corp. (Honokohau Ltd.) - Kena 

5d. Violet Greenwell - Kona 

6. Kealakehe - Kona

7. Liliuokalani Trust - Kena

Sa. Kona Realty - Kona 

Sb. II II - Kena 

9. Bishop Estate - Keauhou

10. Bishop Estate - Kealakekua Report

11. Discovery Harbor - Kau

Acres 

5,000 

550 

8,000 

2,507 

(230) 

460 

(595) 

320 

85 

360 

1,500 

140 

166 

1,454 

650 

1,304 
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12. c. Brewer - Kau 2,868 

13. R. Allison - Puna 208 

14. Kings Landing (Hawaiian Paradise Park) - Puna 2,120

15. c. Brewer - Hilo-Kaumana 210 

16. Hawaii County Planning Staff - Hilo 805 

17. c. Brewer - Hilo-Ainakoa 155 

18. C. Brewer - Wainaku Camp 14 

19. C. Brewer - Andrade Camp 85 

20. Theo H. Davies - Laupahoehoe 18 

21. Theo H. Davies 13 

2 2. c. Brewer - Honokaa 49 

23. Theo H. Davies - Honokaa-camp 8 95 

TOTAL - potential shifts to Urban District 28,136 

In comparison to the total number of potential shifts to 
25,000 acres or urban 

the Urban District mentioned above, 
land already exist on the island of Hawaii. 

35 99 9 i II 311 J 

In order to insure proper phase development, Mr. Altman 

recommended that additional controls be stipulated on 

incremental zoning so that developers will of necessity have 

to carry out their proposals on a five-year basis. Therefore, 

landowners and developers should apply for boundary amendments 
the Rules and Regulations have been adopted: more 

after 

specifically, the "Zoning in Increments" criteria. 

All of the proposals on the western shore are of such 

scale and importance that they should be applied against the 

"Performance Time" and "Zoning in Increments" criteria. 



Consultants propose that the following areas be included 

in the Urban District: 

1. Waimea - two areas comprising approximately 100

acres--partially developed and are of the same

character as existing urban area

2. Kona - p1F1![11■1il area between the proposed alignment-

located in back of the town--(as soon as this is

confirmed) makai to the existing urban zone

3. Hamakua - 95_ acres in Honokaa Camp area to absorb

growth from phasing out of the existing plantation

camps

4. Hilo - 254 acres in Ainakoa, Wainaku Camp,

Andrade Camp (C. Brewer) area to absorb growth from

phasing out of existing plantation camps

4a. Hilo - inclusion of Hilo Airport boundary 

5. South Point (Kau) - 2,868 acres (C. Brewer) should

be examined on incremental zoning basis

6. Waipio - 800 acres and adjustments in the existing

zone to include two areas that are being considered

for development

7. Mountain View - existing rural area should be

changed to urban because of nature and character

of the area and development which exists

8. Olaa = existing rural area should be changed to urban 

--
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Mr. Raymond Suefuji, Planning Director, County of Hawaii, 
Planning Commission 

Suggeste<Ychanges in the proposed rules and regulations: 

1. Part I. Rules of Practice and Procedure

1.18 Notice of Proposed Amendment

Land Use Commission should publish legal notice

twice before /If; public hearing as does the

Hawaii County Planning Commission, i.e., 10 days

prior to the public hearing and again 2 days prior

to the public hearing.

2. Part II. State Land Use District Regulations

2. 9 "C" Conservation Districts, ( f)

Should subject regulation be adopted and 

enforced, such would "preclude the counties from 

applying zoning around its shorelines". Hawaii 

Planning Commission will submit a draft of an 

ordinance to the council, which under "the 

National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 requires 

counties to pass flood zone development ordinances 

that meet HUD criteria before homeowners can apply 
� 

for the federally backed insurance". An agricul-

tural designation of shoreline areas will enable the 

counties to apply the flood plain zoning ordinance 

¥1 areas of necessity. 
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3. 2.15 Permissible Uses within the 11C"

Conservation District

Subject regulation makes mention of Section 183-4

Hawaii Revised Statutues. "Section 183-4 refers

to general penalty for violation for Chapters 180-185� �!

Suggested that aforementioned section number be

changed to 11 183-41".

4. 2.19 Non-conforming Areas and Parcels

Suggested that a subsection {d) be added to read as

follows:

"(d) A non-conforming lot may be changed 

into another non-conforming lot provided the area 

of the lot then existing is not reduced in area." 

This would allow property owners ou.J ni "4 two small

lots to consolidate and: resubdividef into two lots 

with�the same area. Nevertheless, this would lead 

to better planning and yet will not be contrary to 

the objectives of the Land Use Law. 

5. 2.29 Uses within Conservation Districts

Again, mention is made of Section 183-4, which should

read "183 ... 41"

6. 2.32 Zoning in Increments

Made inquiry as to whether or rot the county should

be the applicant requesting boundary amendment.



7. 2.33 Performance Time

Inquired if this regulation will 

apply to the counties; and if so, how.

Suggested changes in proposed land use districts: 

1. H-2 - Keahole-Kailua - area should be in urban zone

2. H-5 - Anaehoomalu - area around Bay and pond should

be in conservation

3. H-7 - Kailua - urban zone should include all areas

below proposed Kuakini Highway and lands below the

middle road should be bridged by all being placed

into urban

4. H-8 - Kealakekua - all lands up to Kamoa Point from

Kailua should be in urban

5. H-9 - Honaunau - greater expansion of urban zones

around the Civic Center and above Manago

6. •· H-11 - Milolii - village area should be in urban

7. H-13 - Hawi - increase urban area at Honomakau near

school to meet housing demand

8. H-43 - Honokaa - add Paauhau and beyond to Nienie

Suggested that additional lands be provided beyond

Nienie Gulch to the next river particularly on the

ocean side of the present state highway.

Lands in this area have already been subdivided

and should be recognized for urban expansion.
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9. H-51 - Kukaiau - area should be re-examined

10. H�65 - Papaikou - add area along highway-Maulili

Stream to urban zone
(See presentation submitted att public hearing on file.) 

Mr. Richard M. Frazier - Honokaa Sugar Company 

Mr. Frazier queried Mr. Williams as to his definition of 

the 300-foot setback for shoreline areas. In acknowledgment, 

Mr. Williams answered that the 300-foot setback is used only 

in areas where there are no physical features, i.e., the top 

of a pali or ridge, a road, or any other identifiable 

feature. Furthermore, special uses are permitted within the 

300-foot line (on the flat), but such uses must be secured

through the special permit procedure. 
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Page  8. through 10. describes suggested changes in proposed land 
use districts for specific map areas H-65 is shown on page 9

The proposed change to map H-65 in item 10. triggered the 
concern of a Hamakua Coastal land representative, that is shown 
on the next page from Mr. Richard Fraser in regards to the 300 
foot set back in shoreline areas on Map H-65 among others.  

The Commission's consultant "Williams" responded stating "the 
300 foot setback is used only in areas where there are no physical 
features, i.e. , the top of a pali or ridge, a road, or any other 
identifiable feature."

In the case of the Property there exists a distinct "ridge top".

The note: '(see presentation submitted at public hearing one file)' 
refers to the public hearing in Hilo which was held the previous 
day.  There "Williams" described that only the "unused portion" 
of Coastal lands were to be redistricted using the Coastal "ridge 
top" as the boundary for Hamakua Coastal lands all of the way 
down to the City of Hilo.  SEE EXHIBIT 44, its page 42

.....

Williams speaking "I think what we're saying is that land, 
shoreline land which is not in agricultural use is easier to destroy.  
It is better to be classified as conservation"



d 1 h 1 , , io • f . 1 Mr. Ran o p  Ga t - Hawaii Representative or Signa Properties, Inc. ' 

Presented statE. nt on status of 1
1Puako 11 p. Ject in the 

South Kohala District. Public hearing was held on April 24, 1969, 

at the County level on subject area. In addition, Signal has 

submitted to the Hawaii County Planning Commission a request 

to amend the County General Plan. After the County has acted 

upon this matter, Signal will submit a petition for change in 

district boundary to the Land Use Commission. Request is for urban zoninc 

of 8, 000 acres at Kawa ihae. {Jo8�tffeD c G"TTUI; W�J.;Ci.l- IS o,v ;=:.,,u) 
Mr. Kenneth Young - Holualoa Project Manager, Dillingham-Kona 

Development Company, Inc. 

Company is planning development of 736 acres at Holualoa. 

Property is located approximately 2½ miles from Kailua and 

3½ miles from Keahou. More specifically, mauka from Alii 

Drive to Kuakini Highway up to Holualoa Road. Of the 736 acres, 
[f fl.t;,�C,/J lUj W> CL C( • ) 

requested urbanization of 422 acres
l\

on an incremental zoning 

basis. Property is centrally located between employment and 

recreational centers of North Kona and is the proposed site 

of the new Kona Fire Station. Project will consist of single 

family house and lots, multi-family housing, and a commercial 

shopping center. Requested immediate urbanization of 22 acres 

for the construction of the shopping center complex, which 

will be located on the mauka side of Kuakini Highway at the 

intersection of the proposed extension of aforementioned high

way (to be accomplished on incremental basis). Dillingham-Rona 

has been working in conjunction with the State Department of 

Transportation, Highways Division, so as to avoid conflicts 
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which might arise from their proposed development plans and 

the State's plan for future highway construction in this area. 

/'Y 
Also requested immediate urban zoning of '"@:8- acres (for 

residential use) presently zoned agriculture, which abuts an 

urban parcel. 

Submitted report entitled, "A Feasibility Report on 

Land Development, Holualoa 1, 2, 3, & 4, North Kona, Hawaii". 

(See report and letter submitted at public hearing on file.) 

Mr. Donn Carlsmith - Attorney for Mrs. Kapua Wall Heuer
t tiWp,.1111.1.i ,, 

Property is locatedat\North Kona, comprises approximately 

31.9 acres, is presently in an agricultural 5-acre classifi

cation, and is immediately adjacent to Mamalahoa Highway 

(TMK 7-9-08: ,. Of the total 31.9 acres, requested 

urbanization of 5 acres only in view of the fact that the 

property is in an unproductive status under the present 

zoning of agriculture. Mrs. Heuer's intention is to construct 

residential rental units on subject property. The present 

land use map of the area (H-8) indicates that the property 

is located in proximity to urban centers stretching from 

Keahou to Captain Cook. As a matter of fact, the area along 

the main highway from Honalu to Captain Cook contains an 

unbroken stretch of urban land. The urban area which is 

separated from Mrs. Heuer's property by the Mamalahoa Highway 

is being utilized for residential purposes. Furthermore, this 
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land does not require any bulldozing or grading whatsoever 

in order to utilize it for its proposed use. In addition, 

the County Board of Water Supply has indicated that water 

service in this area will be available for residential usage. 
(le� t t?7 /f.J:'!.. 1/ ;>e£:s £-N 147 iod (),A.,/ 1�,..'� t·) 

Mr. Donn Carlsmith - Attorney for H. c. Shipman, et al 

Property consits of 8.8 acres in Honala, North Kona-

TMK 7-9-03: 10. Requested rezoning from agriculture to urban 

in order .to sell this property for home sites. Area is in 

proximity to Honalu community and is suited fo�·urban com

munity. Although coffee was previously grown on subject 

area, it is no longer economically feasible to conduct any 

agricultural operation on this small parcel of land. 

Therefore, an extension of the nearby_urban zone would be 

the most logical and na�u�al course of action. 
/'Jtc

r 

iU/tk_ 1 0/;,. /.)fZ(;S,tJVr/J'f/0 . N pie£,,) 
(! 

/-) rc_t<,8 E�T J f!J.c�..f'o,J - ,{.,( ����i�t:<,./ J< tJ-•lAt-Jo ti·· r<,olti4 C> �<f -OAJ/

Mr. Robert I. Bush - �QaaQ\¼-,,-Kona Company (Community Planning Consultant) 

Keahou-Kona has submitted two suggestions for rezoning 

to the consultants--first, urbanization of substantial land 

area around Kailua town; second, urbanization of land in 

Keahou for development purposes. 

l(ct1.al1 t1.,1

Dr. Peter Oberlander -�ou-Kona Company (Community Planning Consultant 

Requested urban classification of 1,400 acres presently 

existing in an Agricultural District to successfully complete 

construction of the new town around Keahou Bay. At the 

present time 1,100 acres are zoned for urban use. 
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{rstJ(;rz._M _ _,, kf.,u.idt 011 
MR. HERBERT JACKSON -A MANAGER, !G3�HOO-KONA COMPANY 

hi 

Ke�hou-Kona Company is a successor developer and also a 

joint venture of Kamehameha Development Corporation. (oJ',,__; 5 

,_, 

March 24, 1964, Bishop Estate filed protest with Land Use 

Commission for change in district classification from 

agriculture to urban for approximately 1,188 acres at Keahou, 

Kena, Hawaii - TMK 7-8-10 & 11. When the final district 

boundaries were established and adopted in 1965 (first five 

year district boundary review program), this request for urban 

zoning was so granted) i, 
(2ff_ v/2...1 

progressAthus far on theThe following 

Keahou project: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

contracts are currently under way for the 

construction of five major hotels totaling J 975 i)S50 

hotel rooms. The first hotel is expected to be in 

operation by Mid-1970 and the last before the end 

of 1973. 

contracts are currently under way for the 
-,owrJvt0t.1��1 

J- {nw-rt.-i'E>t..- B,1.o'uh-.r�

construction of 636 condominium-type residence�Ato

be undertaken by three developers 
/,,IJ..•L� l,lV'z_, c,,., .€.-h�-1,, piiL.

4. F Gompl e1:i on &f 250 employee and staff quarters -
tlfi,-tr(� 

850 employee ftcr.iues- will be constructed all together 

5. construction is currently under way for the first
.. ';,:;i,✓� 

l}r� �-
phase of improvements, namely; weiil..e¼:-, sewers, �· :Js _

l/v�1 �'</�� � � 
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With the exception of two hotel sites both of which are 

in negotiation and another area of 16 acres which should be 

zoned urban, all of Keahou-Kona's lands have bee� committedi 

and developers are presently in a position t�on the 

s�cond developmental phase. 

(.(eG° t,G/70<. r //2.�f;'fiA/PfJ'/O� t:JP /;�€ ,)



Consideration was given to the state's economic and social 

programs, and this was related to the county's proposed 

developments in this area in order to establish a suitable 
/2. f.,:: re.e.� 1.; tuJ ..- tZ. £ GD«< r Co/.-1, M.aMJtUj 

• The creation of the new town or

resort-recreation community will generate many employment 

opportunities through a diversification of recreatiorP°and 
0-cLr: � • 

commercial� The trend of the 1950's and early 1960 1 s whereby 

the island of Hawaii experienced a net migration particularly 

of the young who felt that more interesting positions were 
,J(;)'W 

available in other locales of the state is�being reversed. 

Therefore, the new town on the Kona Coast will be contributing 

substantially to the availability of occupations. 

Population forecast figures obtained from the 

and the Hawaii Visitors 

Bureau indicate that of the anticipated visitor population, 

the island of Hawaii is to absorb approximately 50 percent of 
1 i-H:-
.... total for the 1970's. It appears that by 1980 the tourist 

industry on the Big Island could provide an additional 12,000 

jobs which would employ half the labor force in the 

11Community for Leisure". Subsequently, employment 

opportunities will be available not only in the operation of 

hotels and condominiums but also in related activities, i.e,, 

education, training, 



• 
/',Ae, 1tj 

ft.c--, -A-1ff•...._ � .JII .. 
r.:� s!:���•='!�/Sb 2}L22 L

1. Hilo - major urban center based on existing development

and airport location

36,000 - present population

54,000 - anticipated

4,000 - visitor 

2. Kawaihae

II 

II 

5,000 - present population

15,000 - anticipated

4,000 - visitor 

,) 

3. Kailua (Ke�hou)
, .. 

II 

II 

9,000 present population

25,000 - anticipated

10,000 - visitor

II 

II 

(requested urban designation for this area)



,J 

jt.e..O..�tie,,- K..o,J/d-

Urbanization of this area can occur either by: 

(1) even expansion throughout the coastal area or (2)

concentration in two or three areas, 

Open space is to be focused along the coastline. Secondly, 

costs involved in providing utilities and back-up facilities, 

e.g., schools, medical facilities, etc., are being localized.

Therefore, developers are anticipating a settlement pattern 

approximately equi ..... distant to Kailua-Keahou (present new town 

under consideration) and the proposed settlement in the 

Honaunau area between the Captain Cook Monument and the City 

of Refuge. Subsequently, there will be equi-distant service 

centers on the Kona Coast accommodating the proposed economic 

growth while protecting and preserving the coast and some of 

the capital investments necessary to serve the anticipated 

population. 

Developers are of the intention to absorb ts a azis tia,g 
1wc <;:.y;v1it-Jcl uJZJ3l'lN '.;,pvt r--otJU��

•8•9•fl■:'.._c j�9•r�fllllllJl!s"811-a•M� and cons6lidate4111-• so as to create a total community.

This proposal is to be accomplished hopefully should urbani

zation be granted which would allow developers to proceed 

with development from the shoreline up to Kuakini Highway. 



Minimal urban-designated acreage acceptable will be 

one-half the original land areai (1,400 acres) requested 

which amounts to approximately 700 acres. This will then 

enable X developers to substantially complete development of 

the new town. 

Exemplifying the open space characteristic of the� 
\, 1 �,ff,_/�.�· 

new town,�explained that one golf course has already been 

constructed and two more are proposed for construction. 

In essence, developers are� hopeful of accomplishing 

the following by creating the "Community for Leisure": 

1. "implement the state's policy of strengthening and

diversifying the outer islands by creating oppor

tunities for employment and recreation",

2. above mentioned enumeration will be implemented

through anticipated population as forecast�by state and county,
and 

3. utilization of aesthetic traits of Kona Coast

without impairing its environmental character.



Mr. Robert Fairburn - General Real Estate Consultant,,. 
Keahou-Kona Company 

In support of urbanization for continued development of 

the area, Mr. Fairburn testified that instead of simply con

structing on the perimeter of the boundary, developers 

anticipate locating the various developments or structures 

in such an arrangement that they may complement each other. 

Keahou-Kona and Bishop Estate possess the desire and financial 

capability to accomplish the proposed project. 

Mr. Howard Marsh - Attorney and Business Consultant (represented 
Mr. Troy --&a�) , Ke�hou-I<ona Company 

' . \ 

Economic studies conducted indicate that additional 

urban lands are necessary for the completion of the next 

increment of the planned community - "Community for Leisure". 

Interested parties have expressed the desire to establish a 

biological research laboratory in the area. Therefore, as 

Dr. Oberlander indicated, the "Community for Leisure" will 

include educational and technological facilities as well. 

Mr. Sherwood Greenwell - Kealakekua Ranch, Limited 

Requested urbanization of 400 acres presently in an 
.,j. 

Agricultural D}strict located at Kealakekua. Area of request 

is immediately adjacent to an existing subdivision comprising 

54 houselots all of which have been sold since they were 

placed on the market in January. 
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Mr. Greenwell was in complete agreement with 

Mr. Raymond Suefuji that all lands in Kealakekua up to 

Kamoa Point from Kailua should be considered for inclusion in 

the Urban District. 

Expressed desine, for rural designation in 1972 for an 

area located above the 400-acre urbanization request from an 

elevation of approximately 1,600 feet to 2,000 feet. 

One-acre agricultural houselots in residential array 

with a golf course is proposed for the area above. This 

proposed development will encom�ss the area below Manago's 

and the houselots will be available on a 50-year lease basis 

and will include sidewalks, underground utilities, and sewer. 

Specified on map area to be utilized for commercial use 

and area for low-rent housing. 

Mr. Roy A. Vitousek, Jr. - Kealakekua Ranch, Limited 

Proposed development will consist primarily of cluster

type structures including four hotels and a golf course 
� tWt...f2.."S 

accompanied by underground utilities, r g r?snh� and a 

great deal of open space throughout. 

Urban land classification 1
1

between a line parallel with, 

but set back 1,000 feet mauka of the Conservation District 

boundary line at the top of Kealakekua pali and Napoopoo Road ,,

'<.- fb <' u1vcl tLIV( 
was accorded by the Land Use Commission on June 7, 1968 [ r:,,i,,1ulruL,U.... -"JJ""ovM--' 

Lc.,XXvJ fhv jw ) . 
Consequently, this decision by the Land Use Commissio�f_)las 

(at the urging of Lieutenan� Governor Gill) 
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completely disrupted developmental plans. In this regard, 

the Creighton Report has recommended reducing the 1,000 

foot conservation setback to 500 feet, which would allow 

development as proposed. Furthermore, an additional 500 feet 

of urban land area is required for proposed development. 

Mr. Mark M. Sutherland - Resident and Property Owner - Kealakekua 

Requested change in zoning for both sides of 

Mamalahoa Highway between Honalo and Keahou Junction from 

rural to urban for thepurpose of constructing single-family 

residences. Area of request abuts the Honalo Urban District. 

Serious consideration should be given to the community's 

dire need and demand for low and middle income housing. Small 

landowners as well as large developers should be allowed to 

participate in providing housing for the residents in this 

community.(See copy of presentation on file.) 

Mr. John S. Kay - C. Brewer & Company, Limited 

Regional-resort plan is proposed for property located in 

Kau which stretches from the volcano area (about 50 miles from 

South Point). Requested urbanization of 2,868 acres at Kau. 

Felt that incremental zoning approach is not the 

solution to the problem of developers carrying out their 

commitments. 
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The real test of the feasibility of a project can be 

tried on the basis of whether a firm can meet its financial 

obligations. Financing will be made available to subject 

company in order to proceed with planned development, provided 

the desired change in zoning is granted by the Land Use Commission. 

Consultants retained by subject company have explored 

the Kau area by conducting a market EeeeeaPea research 

study, field investigations for water resources, and cost 

estimates for the master planning of utilities. 

Slides illustrating various areas of C. Brewer land, 

potential andproposed land uses for are in question, 

projection� charts indicating anticipated number of hotels 

and hotel rooms to be constructed, and suitability of Hilo 

as a gateway for tourists to the Hawaiian Islands as compared 

to Honolulu were presented. 

Marke� research studies indicate thatthe island of 

Hawaii will need about 23,000 additional hotel rooms to 

accommodate·the anticipated visitor population in 1982. 

Subsequently, in order to obtain approximately 10 percent of 

this population, c. Brewer is proposing to construct 2,038 

hotel rooms. 

Consumer research studies demonstrate that, in general, 

visitors are dissatisfied with the approach to arriving in 

Hawaii. Therefore, the Hilo gateway would be a more suitable 



approach on the basis that Hilo offers a more scenic route 

in regard to visitor expectations in terms of scenery. 

First area for proposed resort is Waikea Pond--approximately 

870 hotel rooms are slated for development at this site. 

Expansion of recently acquired Volcano House is already 

underway beginning with the golr ee\:me course. Construction 

of the clubhouse will commence during the next week. 

In the Kaumana (?) area, land is being used for 

diversified agricultural purposes (sugar cane and macadamia 

nuts) as there is an abundant water supply. Monkeypod trees 

also in this area will be preserved. 

First phase of resort development in Ninail.e-Punaluu area 

will occur around Ninole Stream--major facilities are within 

one-half mile. Ninoo..e Stream resort consists of 240 hotel 

rooms and 240 condominium units. Second phase of development 

in this area is the Punaluu Black Sand Golf Course. This 

development also consists of 240 rooms. Finally the Waiahukini 

resort. 

Kau resort area, therefore, will include the following: 

1. Punaluu-Ninole - three resorts,

2. Honuapo - one resort,

3. Waiahukini - one resort, and

4. expansion of the Volcano resort and the Hilo
complex including the tourist attraction.



Cost estimates to develop land at Kauluwela revealed that 

it would not be economically feasible to do so as per the 

incremental zoning approach. 

By 1973 developers anticipate construction of well 

defined, well conceived subdivisions with underground 

utilities, sewers, and building restrictions on each lot 

would be stipulated in �der that the high degree of 

speculative land �es programs that exist today may be 

alleviated. This land sale program will be undertaken on 

600 acres of land. Three-hundred acres of the 5,600 acres 

will be earmarked for employee housing. There is also a 

plan to subsidize low-cost housing in the communities at 

Naalehu and Pahala for support homes for construction workers 

and later homes for hotel employees. 

Design schedule calls for the completion of 1,168 hotel 

rooms in the Kau region by 1977. The support communities 

of Naalehu and Pahala already contain medical facilities 

(hospitals), education facilities (schools), and churches. 

Wi Is a ;2@&& •s•• st 11 I . a ? . ZS] :i 

In the rezoning request area proposed for hotels, there 

is a great deal of conservation land involved. Subsequently, 

Mr. Kay was of the opinion that hotels are a permitted use 

within the Conservation District. However, if this is not 

so, he suggested that c. Brewer's request for urban districtin1



be cj.iven favorable consideration. 

(Submitted zoning map for 1982 and report entitled, 

"Land Development Plan and Program for c. Brewer & Co., 

Ltd., 1969-1982".) 

Mr. Harold A. Robinson - Theo H. Davies & Co., Ltd. 

Primarily concerned with the proposea·200-300 foot 

setback along the Hamakua Coast. Most of subject area is 

plantation-owned land. Although a portion of the land is 

not presently being utilized for agricultural pursuits, 

agriculture would be the highest and best use for this area 

as opposed to the proposed conser\Stion districting. Much 

of the area is inaccessible to the public, although there are 

a few State and County roads leading into this area. 

Therefore, Mr. Robinson requested that this area remain in 

the Agricultural District. 

Mr.. Leon Thevenin - Hamakua Mill 

Opposed the proposed 300-foot conservation setback which 

comprises approximately 7 miles of shoreline area. 

Mr. Guido Giacometti - The Dilrock Eastern Company 

At the request of the consultants (EDAW), subject company 

submitted on March 11, 1969, a construction outline for the 

next five years. (See copy of letter on file). 
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The following program for the next five years was 

presented: 

1. Hapuna Beach Hotel - construction to commence in

the fall of this year, completion by 1971. 

Eighteen-hole golf course to be built mauka 

of State Highway. 

2. Condominium apartment development - to be constructed

between Mauna Kea Beach and Hapuna Beach, 

completion by mid-1971. 

3. Second condominium apartment development - planned

for the area mauka of the Hapuna Beach Hotel, 

construction to begin in early 1970. 

4. Housing for permanent residents - to begin after

Hapuna Beach Hotel prpject is underway. 

5. Development of homesites - planned for area mauka

of Mauna Kea Beach Golf Course, site improvements 

to commence this fall. 

6. Waikui Beach - planning of hotel and golf course in

this area will be in active stage by end of 

this year. 

Of the above mentioned projects, the second condominium 

apartment and Waikui Beach developments will require 

redistricting. 



In view of the fact that golf courses are no longer 

permitted in the Agricultural District as demonstrated in 

the Commission's proposed Rules and Regulations, should the 

Commission adopt this amendment, Dilrock Eastern will be 

required to obtain boundary changes for�a the proposed 

Hapuna Gel£ Course and the existing Mauna Kea Beach Golf 

Course (presently located in an Agricultural District). This 

proposed regulation, if adopted, will cause delay in 

Dilrock Eastern's development progress. 

Section 2.32, Zoning in Increments, will place a 

tremendous hardship on developers based on the fact that all 

plans undergo ... changes. This incremental zoning approach 

will require continual alterations "in order to provide 

the flexibility necessary in order that developments be 

responsive to market demand". In addition, this regulation 

may be in conflict with the County's General Plan. The 

County General Plan should be the guideline utilized for 

delineating land use district boundaries. 

Section 2.7, _11 _U_11_U_r _b_a_n_D_i _s_t_r_1_·c_t_ , {b), (2),

"Substantiation of economic feasibility by the petitioner" 

needs clarification. Although the economic feasibility of a 

development is an integral part of any project, economic 

feasibility as a measure for determining land use classifications 

will always be subject to interpretation. 

(See copy of presentation and map on file.) 



Mr. W. Thomas Davis = Huehue Ranch 

CHuehue Ranch (a long-established cattle ranch) 

comprises approximately 12,000 acres in the North Kona 

District of Hawaii. Of the aforementioned acreage, 6,000 

acres have been earmarked for a Land Use Plan completed 

earlier this year by Community Planning, Inc. of Honolulu. 

Subsequently, 195 acres were requested to be redistricted-

urbanization of 80 acre9presently in conservation and 

urbanization of 115 acres presently in agriculture. Should 

urbanization be granted for the 80 acres, this area will be 

the first increment for a shoreline resort with pond, beach, 

and historical park. 

Additionally, the 115 acres are planned as a first 

increment for a single family residential development 

emphasizing low-cost housing. 
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Mr. Philip Hooton - Kohala Sugar Company 

Requested the following changes in boundaries in Kohala: 

1. Honomakau-Kapua (TMK 5-4-08)-urbanization for

entire area bounded by gulches from Kohala High

and Elementary School to Kohala Sugar Company's

cane haul road. Area is required for housing

plantation employees and other service people

in the community. This area under request

comprises approximately 142 acres presently

zoned agricultural.

2. Makai Hawi (TMK 5-5-14) - urbanization for this

45-lot subdivision (13.8 acres) situated in the

Agricultural Distirct. This subdivision is almost

completely occupied by plantation employees.

3. Union Mill Park (TMK 5-4-10) - urbanization for

4. 

this park/playground area of 3.2 acres at Union

Mill Camp. Area is being utilized for park/

playground purposes in connection with adjacent

Urban District of employee housing.

/'?ul/ ..J-�3 -0 �,, o 1)
Makai Halaula-Maulili - requested this area c 1· ·r:..... 

presently zoned urban be returned to the i

Agricultural District because this area of 28.7 

acres is being converted to sugar cane cultivation 

(old camp sites are being phased out). 
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5. Kynnersley Subdivision (TMK 5-4-02 & 03) -

requested urbanization for this area, as 70-80

lots are required to complete the plantation's

employee housing program and to provide housing

areas for other service pemple in the Kohala

District. Total requested acreage - 177 acres.

6. Conservation Setback - opposed proposed 300 foot

conservation setback (Ainakea fields, Mookini,

Heiau, Mahukona).

7. Urban boundary back of subdivisions - confirmation

of property lines--had once been in canefield�areas.

8. Mauka Kaauhuhu iTMK 5-5-02) - requested Rural

classification (presently districted agricultural)

to permit subdivisions of small farm lots not to

exceed five acres in size. Total requested

acreage - 90 acres.
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Lieutenant Governor Thomas Gill 

congratulated the Commission for the proposed incremental 

zoning criteria to be stipulated as a condition for approving 

boundary change requests. 

The Creighton Report suggests that the 1,000 foot 

conservation sethack be reduced to 500 feet. In this regard, 

a topographic map has been developed which indicates that if 

10ads were placed along certain contour lines, it would be 

quite difficult to perform ground surveys. 

Although Lieutenant Governor Gill supported the 1,000 

foot conservation setback, he suggested that conservation 

zones not be expanded in the future on the basis that some 

urban areas would be a matter of a few hundred feet. 

Mr. Fm ncis Foo 

Requested Urban Districting for TMK 7-7-07: 23 

{48,000 sq. ft.) in the North Kona District for the purpose 

of constructing low cost apartment housing. 

Mr. Hubert Richards 

owner of TMK 8-1-07: 1 located in the South Kona District 

which comprises about 897.49 acres. In substantiation of 

urban redistricting for subject property, Mr. Richards 

submitted that several dwellings already exist in this area 

and much of the areas both north and south are used for urban 

type purposes. However, no definite development plans have 

been proposed, although the area is ready to accommodate 

urban development and should be so classified. 
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so 

Mr. James Bell (Belt, Collins & Associates) - Consultants 
for Liliuokalani Trust 

Liliuokalani Trust, the largest single landowner in 

Keahuolu (Kailua-Kona area) owns approximately 4,000 acres 

(more specifically, 3,880.12 acres) of land which extend 

from the Kona Airport. Of the 4,000 acres proposed for 

development, much of the area is basically zoned conservation, 

with some urban and agricultural lands. 

In 1961 consultants (BCA) prepared a development plan 

for the Kona area. Since that time development has been 

proceeding according to consultants' plan. However, the 

Trust now requires additional urban land to continue with 

said development. (An outline summarizing the nature of 

the boundary amendment request has been forwarded to the 

LUC, LUC consultants, and Hawaii County Planning Commission.) 

James M. Tanaka is the contractor for the light 

industrial subdivision which is currently under construction. 

An area mauka of this subdivision will be the site of the 

second in crement. Both areas are within the e¼se¼R� existing 

Urban District. Nevertheless, because of the increasing 

demand for light industrial sites (homesites) in and around 

the Kailua-Kona area, Liliuokalani Trust (developer) proposes 

to extend this subdivision in the northerly direction beyond 

the existing Urban District. Therefore, Urban District 

should be extended 300 feet beyond the proposed extension 
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of the road to permit industrial expansion. This proposal 

could occur (with appropriate zoning) within the next five 

years in consideration of the interest and demand shown in 

these industrial sites . 

The Trust has contracted a developer for the shopping 

center facility, which will be located at the'intersection 

of Palani Road and the road to Honokohau. A grocery store 

(part of a major grocery s�chain), drugstore, bank, and post 

office arethe potential users of this complex. The rezoning 

of a 2.2 acre triangular parcel is required in order that the 

bank and post office facilities may be constructed. 

The Trust has negotiated with a developer to plan a 

residential subdivision in the area adjacent to the Kealakehe 

School. Also adjacent to this school and State-owned lands 

are the Hawaii Council for Housing Action land and the Hawaii 

Housing Authority project. Park Engineering, Inc. of Honolulu 

will be the developer for this proposed development. 

Yamada & Son is presently in the process of improving 

the access road to a quarry sitewhich will become part of an 

industrial subdivision designed to meet the needs of the 

County for medium and high density in the Kailua-Kona area 

for the future. 

Development of the subdivision adjacent to the quarry 

site can commence immediately, granted the proper zoning is 



acquired. In addition, the most logical approaqh would be to 

redistrict the entire area instead of leaving small islands 

of agricultural and conser'i.ation lands. In any event, the 

1,500 acres will not be fully developed. 

Negotiations for the project makai of the new highway 

in Honokohau are presently under way. (The R
ealty

Investment Company will be developer for this project.) 

The Land Study Bureau has given the subject property an 

overall agricultural suitability rating of 11E" - very poorly 

suited for agricultural use. 

Therefore, urban zoning of the area would be a logical 

extension of the existing Urban District, in view of the 

fact that the Kailua-Kona area is faced with a critical 

housing shortage and the Trust wishes to proceed with its 

development as originally proposed by its consultants. 



Mr. Larry Matsuo , President, Park Engineering
L 

Inc. 
{Engineers for Palani Development Company /Liliuokalani Trust/) 

Requested urbanization of 300 acres comprising two 

parcels of land (200-acre parcel on East side of Palani Road 

and a 100-acre parcel on West side of Palani Road) presently 

zoned agricultural and adjacent to the new Kealakehe School. 

Subject property is presently uncultivated and unused 

and contains slopes ranging from 10-15 percent (elevation 

ranges from 500 to 1,075 feet), with soils of pahoehoe and aa 

which are qf good drainage texture. The Land Study Bureau 

has rated the soil in this area as "E" - very poorly suited 

for averall agricultural usage. 

County Genersl Plan designates this arears "unplanned". 

Public facilities are available to subject property, 

subject property is contiguous to an existing Urban District, 

and is within close proximity to a major employ>;a.ent area. 

Falani Development Company is comprised of Lewers &

Cooke Development Company, Hirano Brothers, Limited, and 

K. M. Young & Associates; and,said company is of the intent

to provide housing in the area coupled with recreational

facilities.

Hopefully, a Planned Unit Development will be instituted 

for this community. 

(S�iLLed copy of �§es�ntatj on and map or{.fi le. La map 
XSee presentation/submitted at public hearing on file.) 
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Mr. Kenneth Griffin - The Realty Investment Company 

Plans have been initiated for multi-family residential 

units for the area located mauka of the present Honokohau 

Road consisting of approximately 60 acres (TMK 7-4-08:1) and 

presently designated agricultural (requested amendment of 

district boundary from agricultural to urban). 

Sb�ject company has negotiated with the Trustees of the 

Liliuokalani Trust for development rights. In addition, 

negotiations are currently underway for a lease with the 

Trust for approximately 35 acres below the Honokohau Road for 

the establishment of a shopping center complex. A portion of 

this proposed shopping center site is already classified 

urban (commercial). 

As noted earlier by potential developers, Kona is in 

need of housing facilities. Therefore a multi-family 

residential development as intended by subject company for 

60 acres directly above the proposed shopping center facility 

would serve to satisfy this need to some extent. 

To date, development plans have not been finalized, but 

a multi-fa�ily condominium complex is contemplated for the 

area, provided the proper zoning is secured. 
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Mrs. Wattie Mae Hedemann 

Mrs. Hedemann and her husband are owners of TMK 7-4-05: 19 

comprising approximately 20.81 acres presently in the State's 

Agricultural District. 

Subject property is located directly mauka of Kailua 

Bay, adjacent to Liliuokalani Trust lands, and in close 

proximity to the town of Kailua and therefore qualifies for 

an urban designation. 

The realignment of Kuakini High�ay will intrude on the 

bottom portion of subject property. 
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ACTION 

.... � fle,..L,,�� 
(!_/.-e_,e ?:.e�e_, <7 €.'--<. .. e� 

PETITION BY CHIAKI AKAZAWA, ET AL (A68-206) TO RECLASSIFY 
12. 09 ACRES FROM \iRICULTURAL TO URBAN AT KOLOA., .. KAUAI

Executive Officer, Mr. Duran, apprised Commissioners of loct1s7,,tb,J

property in question with the aid of the district boundary map7 
·1-w

of the Kalaheo area. He then proceeded to orient
N

Commissioners

with the conservation and agricultural ·areas surrounding pro

perty in question.

Since the public hearing on subject petition (February 28, 

1969), McBryde Sugar Company has indicated that the agricul

tural lands surrounding petitioned area is not suitable for 

sugar cane ec�v-(,[ll,Jl)>v, (parcel comprises approximately O. 36 

acres). Therefore, McBryde Sugar Company is attempting to 

negotiate a land swap. 

Mr. Duran explained that the property includes the 12.09-

acre parcel under petition, plus Mi!.Sryde Sugar Company's 

0.36 acres (not under petition). There is a drainge ditch 

that follows along the property line and to some extent 

continues into the petitioners' property. 

Haia.¥ile iH!fii:ili Cempansx lne loser trying ts nsget; ate fer 

:tias #iililiHHalillf ea WI iii• ila11nil 111 arm■, "'rlt i e a res 1 sea tad ahmrc 

1i'1 'i i ililGi ,sta i IP :ii:*.. i I m 1 nl, 3 I a 

Mr. Duran informed Commissioner Choi that according to 

the contour, this area had to be deleted because of the 

irrigation ditdl. 
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Motion to accept staff recommendation "that only that 

portion not usable for suc1ar production be rezoned urban" 

(11.06-acre portion of TMK 2-6-01: parcel 2) "and that 

portion suitable for cane production remain in the 

Agricultural District" (0.67-acre portion of TMK 2-6-01: 

parcel 1 and 0.36-acre portion of TMK 2-6-01: 2) was made 

by Commissioner Nishimura, seconded by Commissioner Choi. 

The Commissioners were polled as follows: 

Ayes: Commissioners--Choi, Mark, Kido, Inaba, Wung, 

Nishimura, and Chairman Burns 

Kanalua: Commissioner--Napier 

Motion was carried. 

LETTER FROM HENRY HEIDTBRINK � EAGLE COUNTY DEVELOPMENT CORP. 

Mr. Duran read the letter of invitation from 

Mr. Heidtbrink in which he extended an invitation to the 
ground 

Commission to examine the/development plans ■17 :ilb 1 )If 1 •• ii 

of Princeville Ranch lands at Hanalei. Princeville Ranch 

is requesting a boundary amendment for 995 acres ,at Hanalei, 

Kauai, from the Conservation District to the Urban District. 

LETTER FROM STERRY & MAH, ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Mr. Duran informed Commissioners that he was.· in 

receipt of a letter addressed to Eckbo, Dean, Austin and 

Williams 11 re: Development of Lands of Honokohau on the 
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:Kona .iCoast immediately to the North of the State Small Boat 

Harbor now under construction at Kealakehe". 

Since Belt, Collins & Associates are preparing the 

development plans for this resort area, Mr. Duran suggested 

that they be contacted in order that the Commission may be 

kept abreast of all development plans. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.m. 
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CHAIR:M.AN CHOY: 

STATE OF HAWAII 
LAND USE COMMISSION 

July 18, 1969 

We have today for action a petition by Mr. Smart and (i.naudible) for 

a boundary revision. After the f:i:rst portion of the meeting is concluded :; 

then we' 11 go into our 5-yeru: boundary review, covering all of the :ts land 

of Hawaii. 

At this point, 1 would like to c all on those who will testify for 

the case regards Mr. Sma.rt and • •  (inaudible) • •  be sworn in. Would 

you please rise and raise your right hand? AU those who are not attor

neys. Do you swear that the testimony you are about to give to tl1e Ig�nd 

Use Commission is the truth j the whole truth, and nothJ.ng but the truth, 

so help you God? 

RESPCNSE: 

I do. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY : 

Thank you. We have for today action SP69-62, Richard Smart, devel

opment of concrete batching plant and manufacture of concrete at Waikoloa. 

MR. DURAN: 

(The July 18, 1969 m.emorandum to the Land Use Commission from the 

staff re: SP69�62 ~ Richard Smar t (Saddle Road), was read verbatim, to a 

point where Chairman Choy requested Mr� Duran to stop.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

We have all previously heard the details of this matter. If you 

would just go into the staff recommendation. 

MR. DURAN: 

YtJS. (Comments are inaudible� due to the t1cho resulting from the us<'1 
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MR. DURAN (Cont 1 d.) 

of a microphone:� by the sp ea.ker.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Now
t 

would the petitioner like to mak(1 a statement in reg�rd to • • •

MR. SMART: 

No� I have nothing to say at this time. Th.mk you. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you, Mr. Smart. Is there anyone from the County government who 

would Hke to speak for or l!lgainst thiH action? Are there any pr:tvi,te 

citizens who would like to speak for or against? If not, the chair will 

entertain a motion. 

COMMISSIONER: 

Mr. Chairman, I move that we accept the staff recommendations. 

COMMISSIONER NAPIER: 

I second it. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Question. Mr. Duran, will you poll the Commissioners? 

Coromission<�r. Nishimura. 

COMM. NISHIMURA: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Napier. 

C01YfMe NAPIER: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Choy. 



CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Kido. 

COI-!M. KIDO: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Mark. 

Aye. 

}'.lR. DURAN : 

Yamamura. 

COr-1M. W:lAMURA: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Wung. 

CO}'IM. WUNG: 

Aye ,, 

MR. DURAN: 

Inaba. 

COJ:1M. INABA: 

Aye. 

J\IR. DURAN: 

Mot ion is carried, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you� 1'fr. Duran. We now proceed into action A68-208, Kid McCoy 

petition. 



MR. DURAN: 

Mr. Chairman, it :ls my underst;J,nding ear Her that this rnattt,r wa.s to 

be • that the petiti1.,n was to • •  (immdible) • •  on the matter, but 

I b()lieve I now understand that they wish to proceed with the hearing. 

NR. McCOY: 

I don,' t want to take up your t:hne on this but I would like to exp lain 

this. '£he reason is, we got a letter from the Mayor's off:i.ce • •  (inaud

ible) • , our petiti.on has just not been ab le to be reviewed by the County. 

(Additional comment inaud :Lb le due to echo :from mi.crophone.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Mr. Duran, arc they asking for an ex tens ion? 

MR. DURAN: 

An extension on the deadline unti 1 they c�n work out d:i.ff:1rnncQ:1 with 

thf.; County or unt:i.1 the County can ,wz1lua.te their ret1uest repm:-t back 

to the Commission. So it I s the consensus of the Commission to continue 

the action period until we d11 ·receive i::ome word from the County Planning 

Commiss:ton. That then is the prerogative of the Commission. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

MR. DURAN: 

T:lR. McCOY: 

MR. DURAN: 

NR. He.COY: 

How much time h:ive 'We got left'( 

Do you have any hi;yi,,;r long the County may require to act nn this? 

About 3 months. 

Do you think they' U be able to come back with a report? 

I certa-inly hope so. They sa:i.d :Ln their h�tte:r it would be wcn:'.k,ed 



MR. McCOY (Contt<l.)

out as rap idly as possible and • • • 

MR. DURAN: 

Do you think 6 men ths or 3 months or • • • ?

I I d have to ask the County. 

MR. DURAN: 

How about a 90 day extension? Ninety days, Mr. Chah:nvm? 

CHAIPJ1AN CHOY: 

A request for 90 d,ays extension is being req,uested, Do the Commis

s iont)rs have any ques ti.om,? 

:MR� McCOY: 

If we can work, it out sooner, • • (Inaudible) • •  ? 

:MR. DURAN: 

That's the maximum. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

We' 11 proc,:1ed on the basls that they have 0.n extension of 90 days. 

HR. McCOY: 

Thank you ,,

CH.\IRMAN CHOY : 

All tht>se who wish to testify today in regard to the overall is l:md= 

wide 5 year boundary review, we havt:c a testimony form that we td for 

you to fill in. If you havt:m't done so, 'Would you ple�se ra.ist':1 your hand? 

Also� have �11 of you been able to gtJt up and see the maps and tlui p,Ymters 

which show the boundin:y changes as recommended by the Land Use Commission? 

Has tWfjrybody seen the maps? Is there anybody who harm 1 t seen them? Would 
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CHAIRMAN CHOY (Cont' d. ) 

you :raise your hand? 

We 1 11 take 8 5 mi.nute break and allow you people to go up and see the 

farticular parcels of land that you're interested i n. 

May I have your .attention please'? Before we start with the testimony 

before the Land Use Commission� I I d like to call on our Ex,�cutive Officer, 

but prior to calling on Mr. Duran, I think for the convt--nience of the 

people present� I 1 d like to introduce those at the head table. On my 

extreme left is Hr. Ki.do, Land Corornissioner, Mr. Nishimura, Kauai Commis

sioner:, Mr. Goro Inaba, Kona Corrim:tssiont�r, our very brand new Commissiontn:' 

from Haui, Tanji Yamamura� on my right is 1'1r. Wung from Hilo, Mr. Alex 

Napier, Oahu Commissioner, Mr. Shelley Matk, Oahu Commission,�r, i.!lnd also 

head of the Department ()f Land • I mean of the Economic Diwelopment 

and our secretary i Dor�. Horika:wa. Also present in the au dience is tht! 

consultants, Eckbo, Dean
,. 

Austin. and Williams. They were hired by the 

State of Hawaii by your Land Use Commission to study . to work on the 

5 y ear boundary review. Will you rise? Howard Altman and Don AusHn. 

Do you have anybody else? 

RESPONSE: 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

So I th:tnk this will • • •  

COHMISSIONER: 

Introduce yourself:. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY; 

Pardon. 

Oh. And I 1 m Wilbert Choy, vice chaixman, acting in Heu of oux: chair

man who couldn't be here, Mr. Burns from Honolulu, 
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CHAIRMAN CHOY (Cont 1 d.) 

Now, Rom, are you ready? 

MR. DURAN: 

Mr. Chairman and Com.rnissioners ,, • •  (inaudible due to echo of roJ'..cro

phone) • • wa.s amended, public hearings were ,�onducted through each town 

of the State on the rules of the practice and procedures in the Land Us e 

Commission district regulations as well as the distrlct boundar1.es for 

ca.ch of the (:i,naudible). Hearings were held :i.n Kauai
t 

April u; 1969, 

and in Hawaii, April 2s', 1969, and also we had m<H�tings in Hilo on the 

26th • •  (inaudible) . . and Kalapt.ms;1, 296 a.cres • •  (inaudible) • •  rural 

district must change to urban district. And near the town of Patio� are 

290 acres. Another significant proposal of these maps ir; the designation 

of the shoreline presently in the agricultural district but not in �g1�i-

cultura.1 use, into th!� cm1.aervation district. The recognit1.on of the 

shoreline as a natural resource is • •  (i.naudible) • •  that both the con

servation and this waterfront property fothould be (inaudible) together. 

Wide use of this first pri ority resourcft can be effected toward the long 

range public interest in t.idopting this proposal. 

Todayt Mr. Chairu1an, I've also received comments from se:veral people 

and in your pa,cket is a section devoted to comments that we 1 ve received 

in the past week and as late as yesterday dea,ling with protests on some 

of these proposed district boundaries. We 1 vc1 also rec eived 5 y ear. general 

development schedules • • •  5 year time perform�nce schedules with regard 

to areas being considered for urban designation tooay and a. lso I ha.vii 

received some prot ests today on construction sch1:tdules. 

be put into the record naw. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY : 

They wi 11 a 11 

Thank you, Mr. Duran. We 1 11 nl'.1W proceed into the portion, adoption 
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CHA IP.MAN CHOY (Cont 'd.) 

of Land Use District Boundaries of the island of Hawaii. At this Hme, I 

would like to have all of those that wish to testify rise and be sowro i.n. 

Would you please raise your rlght hand? AU those that those that 

are attorneys need not. Do you swear that the testimony you are ilhout to 

give to your Limd Use Commission is the truth, the whole truth and nothing 

but the truth, so help you God? 

RESPONSE: 

I do. 

Cl-I..�IRMAN CHOY : 

Thank you. I'd like to lay a few guidelines. Since there are so many 

of you who wish to testify, I would like to Hmit you to 10 minutes. In 

the event you cannot complete your testimony, after everybody h�,s had a 

chance to testify> you may ask to givt� fuxther testimony. In this manner, 

I believe we will give everybody a chance t(l speak. I would like� to call 

at this time Mr. James Green. 

MR. GREEN: 

Mr. Chairman. I have he·.rn with me a letter that I subm:ttted to you,: 

Executive Officer yesterday • •  (inaudible) • •  (A tremendous amount of 

static continually exists on this tape and it I s next to iriApossib le to 

make out any sentence structure in trying to listen past th-ls distract.ion,) 

(Several sentences were inaudible.) • • •  and they have advised me that 

they have in turn responsible resort people that can get gQlng. Th�k 

you v<n:7 much for your time. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

MR. MARSH: 

Mr� Chairman �.nd gentlemen of the Comrrd.ss ion. My name is Howard ,I. 



Marsh. I am here as the general manager of • •  (inaudible) • •  just devel

oped. I£ I understand correctly, the map there is • •  (inaudible) • •  

(Comments were again many times inaudible due to static cont:i.nually prasent 

on the tape .and the no:ti:a� from traffic outside, plus th<:\ fact tha.t the 

m:krophone produces an echo sound blurring the speaker's words.) I would 

Hke to challenge the b,1s:i.s of the consultants I projections and also their 

(in;1ucHble) of their own criterla. The population predictfon of 11% :i.n

creast? over the next 10 years for the is land of Hawai.i strikes me as 

being most incredible as that • •  (inaudible) • , national 11tandards for 

population increase as to think that the g1:e.at state of Hawai1 is not goi.ng 

to keep up with the n�t:i.onal aw.n:age is • • (inaudible) • • 

utilizfng land .fror its best use in accorcfance with the genera.1 welf�re� we 

concur 100'?,. What we're supposed to do Ls take the land that is now des

ignated agriculture and have it d�!signated a.s urban for utilization as 

living accrnnmodaticms for those people who now nr:,ed Hving .accornmodl'ltic::m.s 

and those who are yet to t!Omf! without taking out prime agr:i.cultur-c:d. land 

. . (inaudible) • •  • • (inaudible) • •  demignated 500 acres in urh'H1 

�ml have received zonJng for resort development. This calls for 

mately 7 resort hotels with a total room capacity of 3,000 units, and 3000 

units calls for 3,000 empfoyef!S and utilizing the rule of (i.naudihle) � 

. . which ht and of itself 

iD 50% more than the total estimate for the entirt� is land of HawaJ.i., if I 

und0n:stand the consultants correctly. 

The (inaudible) course we 1,n::opose to the Commission is whe:nJ are these 

people going to live i.f they don t t live within the trt·eac1 that ,x,:-e to b<:!. 

developt�d within a master pl.an or urban design&tlon. • • (i.nsud::i.b 
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:MR. "HARSH (Cont'd.) 

let me speak now not. directly to our projEH!t but on th,1 concept of incro� 

mental zon:i.ng. I speak not as an expert. I 1m a lawyi:n: by pro:fesrdon �nd 

training and a land developer by choice. Thf1 biggest problem that faces 

this great nation of ourr; in thic'. next third of a century is to pn:nride 

for the more than one hundred million incn}ase in population that wi11 

come before the year 2,000. This is the r.ree,':ttest ch.alli:mge th�t fact:!S 

us: and I want to be a part that challenge; that's why I chm;e this acti-

vity. If (inaudible), I am now speaking somewhat .as a prophet, I tnxr,t I 

will not get • •  (:tnaudible) • • seems to me not to hf) :i.n 

times and does not exercise the greatest (inaudible) I th:ink to be brought 

to bear on theprogram. I say that (inaudib fo) • • I already dis-

I speak, I believe� with 

som.e common senfH�;when you study the concept of incrementttl zoning, it is 

a sure (:i.nnud ib le) by the year 2,000. 

Back to our project. We are moving ahr:ad. We alrt�ady • •  (fmmdible) 

. . A sewage treatnumt plant is designed to carry (;Lnaudible) • •  

AU of our utiliti(�S are going :i_n, • •  (inaudible) • •  the population 

for which we 1 re building. '£his population will either have to go within 

a pl�.uned community in ou:r project or catch as catch can throughout the 

. . (inaudible) • •  Kon,a area. 

We, tht:1rtd:ore, petition tfa) Commission to give favorable considera.tion to 

our request that we be given urban designation for the land that is now 

designa.ted. We request urban d1;;�signation for all the land makai c>f Kua

kini Highway which • . (:i.naudib le) • • and, we therefore subrnit to you 

that our petlti.on meets the (inaudible) of your department and meic,t� 1 

the criteria and we, tb.erefore
1 

request your fav1:rr:able consideration. 



}:IR. MARSH (Cont'd.) 

Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank ycm, Mr. Marsh. You have a choice of filing a pet:ttion, and 

if you wi U do it promptly 

MR. MARSH: 

I just wanted to make my record as to how I • • (:i.naud:tble) • •  

like the chanc�e to clarify my response and I believe • •  (inaudible) 

CHAIR1'fAN CHOY: 

Mr. Campbell Stevenson. 

MR. STEVENSON: 

My name is (inaudible) Stevenson
,, 

vice president of First Hawaiian 

Bank (inaudible) and • •  (inaudible) • •  Presently, we have a small 

subdivision going in , • •  a small industrial subdivision • • •  and out 

of that we found a situation which Wf1 didn't recognize but which (inaud-

ible) has. 

( :tnaudib le) 

We have ,1pened up 17 lots • 

. . As a matter of fact, we're quite proud of : tt • • •  we 

optmed the first increment this afternoon and we I re ready to • • (i.naud-

ib le) (inaudible) • • we will hav,1 a light induHtr:i.al subd:iv:t-

ston. Hopefully, :tt will be planted and landscaped and it will not be 

heavy in its vacand.es. I in'18.gine that out of this subdivision we asccff� 

tain • •  (inaudible) • • a vecy substantial need for industrial property 

to back up the development on this side of the is land, particularly in 

the community of K�<ilua-Kon.a. We received 55 applicants. There are 17 

lots. Yesterday, gentlemen, I provided you with an outHne of ·w·hat's 

transpired and • •  (inaudible) What we do and (inaudible) heavy 

industrial property in this are�. (Some comments inaudible.) On the other 
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MR. STEVENSON (Cont 1 d.) 

side of my property • better yet, within our property, we have liti-

gated about 30 acres to the quarry • •  (inaudible) ; • . . • ( fnaudib le) 

. . . and the quarry site would be an ideal location for a heavy industr1.al 

subdivision. We have the ap plicants • • •  there are some of them in this 

room that • • • I say this with • •  (inaudible) • •  because I had hoped 

that the land use designation • •  (:lnaud:i.ble) • • (A few sentences 

totally inaudible.) LE you have any questions
,, 

I'd like to answer them. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Do the Commissioners have any questions of the petitioner? Have you 

a plan for this industrial development? 

MR. STEVENSON:

We have a plan • •  (inaudible) • � which we have fo1lc1wed. The first 

(inaud:lble) going in on thi s  property is a (inaudible) res:ldential develop-

ment • •  (1,naudible) • • They plan to build a shopping center. (Addi-

tional comments inaudible) • 

COMMISSIONER: 

Mr. Stevenson, did you deliver plans to the buyer after ou.·r first 

hearing? 

MR� STEVENSCN : 

He submitted plans • •  (inaudible) • � s001f1 months ago • • •  it's been 

3
l' 

6 or 8 months ago • •  (inaudible) • • The plan that was submitted is 

here . . 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

(inaudible) 

I'd like to hav(1 Mr. Bell bring the proposed plan up fo r us. We 

shouldn 1 t give more than 10 mfoutes, but I think it's a • • •  the surprise

to the Commi.ssion is • •  (i.naudible) • .  , for industrial area. 



MR. STEVENSON: 

(Some comments inaudible.) 

industrial park • •  (inaudible) 

CHA IR.MAN CHOY : 

. . 

(inaudible) • •  so called light 

Mr. Bell, you may give us a very bri,ef i.ntroduction. 

:MR. BELL: 

- 1,3 M 

I'd be happy to, Mr. Choy. The upper drawing shows the ex:i.sting 

land uses; the lower drawing shows our long range plan which was originally 

prepared a bout 10 yea.rs ago but we have sm:t of followed i.t. On both draw

ings on colored p.;!per, we have tried to duplicate the development that 

Mr. Stevenson has been talking about. The light indu, trial subd:Lvision 

which :ts openin,g; this afternoon at 4 o'clock is shown right at this loc�

tion. The gray area next to it is the second inerement which is undesigned 

at the present time. The rf1d areas here are the commercial shopping fac:i.1= 

ity which is indicated. The darker red hert1 is the post office and bank 

site which we are happy to ( inaud:i.ble) on your ma1> is the (inaudible) addi

tional urban zoning. The ora.11.ge here is multi-family housing. The yellow 

here :ts the location next to the new (inaudible) school which also you 1 re 

apt to see shown on your new boundary map for urban zoning. This project 

can go a.head and this project can go ahead. The area that we are par-

ticularly c,:mcerned about is shown here in purple with the acc<:?ss road 

and the quarry sHe and the heavy industria.l subdivision backs up agai.nst 

the county dump, based on the tipplication. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

I 1 d like to ask our consultants if all of this dat� was in your himds 

when you made your recommendation. 



MR. ALTMAN: 

Do I get sworn in first? 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Rom, will you swear him in? 

MR. DURAN: 

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give is the 

truth
1 

the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

MR. ALTMAN: 

I do. 

The consuJ.ta.n.ts I recomme ndation was tci zone the �.rea ma..kai of the 

rood in urban. This is the entin� area here. But if you 1 11 reca11
1 

the 

Co:mmisslon felt that they should first see a detailed plan of this area 

before adding any additional urban zoning. Our feeling wa.s that every

thing maka.i, should be zoned urban. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Mr. (inaudible), does th1;tt answer your {1uestion? Can you con:1e in 

promptly w:i.th a condition • • •  a plan showing the development of not 

only the lower area but of that :industrial area? 

As I have indicated to you, the cons tructioo drawings are under 

• • dedicated land for it.

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any other questions? 

COMMISSIONER: 

I don I t beli,we that we 1 ve got any plans lik<-� were shown today, Mr. 

Chai:rm,!;ln. 



1'lR. BELL: 

M:r. (inaudible), exa.ctly the same drawing was presented to the Com

mission on Apr:i.l 25th. I made the presentation. Also • • •  

COMMISSIONER: 

I wasn't here. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any other questions? 

COMMISSIONER: 

MR. BELL: 

Oh� I know. 

CHAIRi.vfAN CHOY: 

We 1 H lay this on the table for a while. Thank you. Is there a Roy 

K. Nakamoto or (inaudible) Anderson?

J:IR. NAY....AMOTO : 

My name i.s Roy Nakamoto a111� I'm an attorney and I represent • •  (:i.n-

audible) • •  I spoke before the Cornm:i.ssion down in Hilo, so I won 1 t ti.\lke 

much time of the Commission. I will just ask that the petition crit:er:La 

• • (i,m:n1dible) • •  (Ensuing several comments were inaudible dut1 to in-

tensive static.) 

No on the other one 
1 

I represent ( :i.naudible) Yamada • • (ina.ud ib le) • • 

(Again, this 1 s comments were almost totally inaudible. Only a few 

words out of each sentence were dist:inguishab le, making the sentence struc = 

ture impossiblt� to decipher.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Are there any questions by any of the Commissioners? Thank you. 

MR. NAKAMOTO: 

Thank you very much. 
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CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Mr. Louis P. (in�udible). 

MR. TERRY: ( ?) 

Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, my name is Louis P. Terry(?); I 

represent tht:: (inaudible) Corporation in connection with the (inaudi.bfo) 

Corporation as developer of this area. At this point we arc� negoH.ating 

with • •  (inat.,tdible) • •  :for the hotel operators in connection with the 

development of th is land ,, If we get an urban (foaudible) and get our 

zoning, vrn antlcipate that the area here which is the complex of 3 hotels 

wh:1.ch w:U.l (i.na.ud:U:ile) about 1,500 rooms will be built in a 3 yt�t!r period. 

• • (inaudible) • •  the area i.s made up of golf cours,�s a.nd residenti..;;,1 

areas and further down on the hill,. additional resort arc1as wh:tch acci1n1-

modate about an addition.al 1,000 rooms. And it is anticip�ted that the 

entire c-.1mplex would bL� , • (inaudible) • , We note that with your 

pn�semt boundaries, it would be difficult to tell from the • •  (inaudible) 

• here is your present bound.:1.1.7. ( inaud:tb le) • • and 11cxo1;rn the 

top but now down in hen!. This kiwer left hand area is the heart of the 

complex. This is the are,9. i.n which • • •  which should be dew�loped fi.rst 

and then gone on a.round to tht:1 other portions. We feel that bt�cau1H� of 

the fa.ct that we now have a. developm.ent in the harbor here that it is 

very natural and logical to urb.miZ(� this area so that the resort area 

can bt, zoned there close to the harbor and get the pressure off th() Kailua 

area • • (inaudible) 

I thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you. Any questions? 

COMMISSIONER: 

T.sn 1 t this area already urbanized? 
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MR. DURAN: 

This is the • •  (inaudible) You 1 11 :recall everything mak;;,i of 

the highway was zon(�d urban with the 1.:1:1<ception of the conservational 

strip along the shoreline and in. this case, because of evidence that we 

had available ;:1,t the time, there seemed to be an indi,cation that t here 

were a number of resort s:i.tes in this general a:rea. And with what limited 

information we had, the coruiervation line came across here and excludi':id 

that area and the pond. So what they've indicated here is, I guess, some 

more df1tailed m�ps of these histor ic sites which fa some thing that wasn I t 

,2vailabl(t at the time. So a.t the present time, as was ind:l.cated
ffe 

this 

area in here is urban and dc.rwn here. At least, that I s what you reflected 

on our proposed maps, so that they could proceed with this a.re a but not 

here at the present t:bne. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY : 

Hr. Terry, wha.t kind of artifacts are in that area? 

MR. TERRY: 

There is a v1;,n:y fine slide here and there are some old buildings and 

so on which are i.n good condition. I don't know that they are particularly 

important. The slide is very important. But I think that you will see in 

th:i.s ovfirlay that we hav<� prepan:id, and we t ve done this in connect:tcn with 

the Bishop Museum, we planned our development t o  leave out the an!a which 

there would be any building. Th(� • • (inaudible) • • artifacts werr.1 fo 

good cond:i.tioo and we should have some means of preservation. And I think 

that I should add in connection with that, in our negotiations with the 

land owners t hat areas of this sort • • ( inaudible) • • so that we' re 

both the land owner and the developer are asked to try and pres0rvi,1 

these things, if for no other reason than it provides i1n additional tourist 

attraction to the site of the resort area itself. 



CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any questions from. the Commissioners? 

MR. DURAN: 

Mr. Chai:ii.nan
1 

we have a. letter from Mr. Greenwell , • • James Green

well and who also testified earlier that this is something that could be 

worked out at a later date with us and resolve this question of where 

these significant sites are and how they would be treated and also, I 

note that this infm:mation hasn't been available to us before, but they 

do indi.cate a park site. I am wonder:i.ng if the :I:ntent he·re is to dedi

cate thls for pub lie purpos t�s. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Mr. Terry ,, 
can you answer that quest:loo? 

MR. TERRY: 

Well ,. I can't speak for the la nd oWJ.un::, but as far as the develop.er 

is concen1ed., we 're cert.am ly willing to dedicate the adjoining land and 

any area that should be set aside. 

COMMISSIONER: 

Thank you. 

CHAIRNAN CHOY:

. . (inaudible) • •  from the table. Mr. (inaudible). 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Comraission. I would Hke tt"l • •  

(inaudible) I know what I 1 m talking about, and I don't think I have 

anything to add at this time to answer your qut�stions. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you. Mr. Davis • 

MR. DAVIS: 

My name is Paul Davis and I 1 m one of the owners of the (inaudible) 
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:MR. DAVIS (Cont t d .) 

Ranch,, together with (inaudible) who is part owner and my brother's famlly 

who is going to • •  (inaudible) • • We have no additional requests to 

makt}, All of us would like to express our app:i�ed.ation for the • •  (in-

audible) • in a thorough and careful manner • •  (ina.udible) • I 

consider this (inaudible) an important one. It 1 s working ln helping the 

overa 11 plan. As a matter of fact, outsiders come :into the Is lands hen� 

to • •  (inaudible) • • We know that this 1.s ki.nd of an hi.storic spot in 

this great historic State of Hawaii., and we appreciate the fact that • •  

(imrndih le) • • And we hope that you' 11 follow our development with 

interest and we hope that al 1 of the results will bt: very worthy of the 

lot itself. 

CHAIWJAN CHOY: 

GUIDO: 

I'm sure that tht,:! Land Use Commission wishes you people well. Mr. 

Guido (:i.naudib le) • 

Genth,men of the Commission, my name is Guido (inaudible), employee 

of (inaudible) Land Corporation. I have with me today a copy of a letter 

tha.t • • (inaudible) ., • dated July 17th and signed by • • (inaudible) • • 

I ·would 11.ke to take this opportunity just to read this letter to you today. 

"Gentlemen: We are appearing btJfore you today to comment on your review 

of the bcmnd.aries • •  (inaudible) • • These cormnents following our re

quest made at (inaudible) April 20th, 1969. First, we understand that 

the urban zone will now cover • •  (inaudible) • •  'ma.kai of (inaudible) 

Road. Continued development, according to our (inaudible) requires • •  

(inaudible} • •  a hotel and a golf courr:.H: 9 within this newly developed 

land. Construction of the final complex wi H begin in mid-1970. Active 
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GUIDO (Cont'd.) 

planning of hotels and the golf course will be underway early next year. 

Secondly, we understand that an amendment to Part II, pai-agraph 2, 

l4
l1 

(inaudible), Rules and Regulations now excludes golf courses as per

mitted uses fa ,ig:dcultural districts, We ax1;i presently preparing plans 

for a golf: course at Mapuna • •  (inaudible) • • • • (inaudible due to

traffic outside of bu:t I.ding) Since you are not reoo mrriending that 

this area be rezoned at this time, we will be petitioning the Commission 

for a special permit to allow the golf course development to proceed. 

This will be undertak,m within the next sevtn:a.1 months. In adcU ti on, 

area for residential home use adjacent to the golf course wLU bi" planned. 

Tht1 pla.11 will require a petit:i.zm to your Comrnission for a change to urban 

zoning at some latfjr date. Both petitions -- one for the sp,�d.al permit 

fen: the course and another for eventual rezoning -- could be (inaud= 

ible) by rezoning this property now to the urb,,n cJmssifi.cation. 

Third, pursuant to your request by letter of July 11, 1969, we are 

resubmitting our schedules as out H,ned to you on April 25, 1969. This · 

schedule is part of our letter of April 2!J,, 1969
i, and • •  (inaudible) • •  

First
,,, (inaudible) hot,:>1 scheduled to begin construction in the Fa.U of 

next year and wi 1l be completed :l.n 197 L Concurrently i the l8 ho le go 1f 

Second, a , , (inaud:i.b le) • •  of apartmt:�nt 

development will begin between Mauna Kea Beach and Mapuru,1 Beach. The 

first increment of this 

with the Mapuna B,�ach Hotel. 

ect is scheduled for comp 

Subsequent , • (inaudib 

in 1971 along 

wlll fol 

Third, the second condiminium apartment • •  (inaudible) • •  a.rea 

north of Mapuna Beach Hotel. Construe.ti.on of thi.s project should begin 

in early 1970. 



GUIDO (Cont 1 d.) 

Four, rental housing for residents of the area w:Hl begin soon after 

the construction of the Mapuna Beach Hotel. Mr. Chairman, I should add 

here that before that date of the start of the Mapuna Beach Hotel is 

• •  (inaudible) • •  completion 1H.::heduled in 1971. Housing as a central 

part of the hot,�l operation would be pha.sed in • •  (inaudtble) • •  

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

GUIDO: 

Pardon me. You're speaking of all the areas that have already gotten 

urban zoning. 

Yes. 

J:.,1R. DURAN: 

This is their performance schedule,for the next 5 years. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

But tht)se are the areas that they have gp tten • • • 

MR. DURAN: 

No. This is the area that we 're rezoning, part of which is being 

zoned and the other part that's existing but vacant. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

That area on the left of that highway tr::i.angled with • • • we zoned

about 2 y,�ars ago, wasn't it? 

MR� DURAN: 

We've asked them for a timetable on the development of that area, 

too. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY : 

Thank you. Go ahead. 

GUIDO: 

Well, fifth then, ia the development of homesites which are btd.ng 



GUIDO (Cont 1 d.) 

planned for the area mauka of the Mauna Kea Beach golf course. Site im-

proven1.<3nts for this project • •  (inaudible). • Finally, the hotel and 

golf course at Waikui Beach will be in the (:i,naudible) stage of planning 

by ea.rly next year. 

This schedule is subject to adjustments and (inaudiblt�) change. 

(ina:udible) • • We appred.at e the opportunity • •  (inaudible) • •  

. . 

Mr. Chairman, I'd be happy to answer any questions if y<:,u have them; 

otherwise, that's my presentation. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

GUIDO: 

Any questions from t he Commissioners? I believe that the Commiss:ixm 

left the are a above the :ro ad from urban zoning because the highwa.y wi U 

be coming down in that pa.rticular art�a. And I would suggest that before 

you file further petitions that you check with the State Highway Division 

and try to find out what thei.r alignments are. 

Mr. Chainua.n, we contact the State Highway Division p eriodically and 

wc1 1 :re worki:ng closely together as possible on this matter. 

CHAIRMAN C HOY: 

Well, the alignment is not settled yet so at th'is point the Commis= 

sion feels it's not justified in urbanized area. 

MR. BISHOP: 

Any ot:her questions? Alright, thank you. 

Mr. Jamesville(?). (in audible) Roofing? 

My name is Fred Bi.shop. I 1 m with the Realty Investment Company rep= 

:resenting (inaudible) Land and Development Company. , • (inaudible) 

we petitioned for to change the zone boundary and • •  (inaudible) • •  
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MR. BISHOP (Cont'd.) 

You'll notice from the projected • • •  from the recmmnendations of the 

staff and the planners that the • •• none of the changes except in the 

conservation zone have been accepted by the staff 4 I would ask that the 

area tha.t is designated as (inaudible) crater for •• (inaudible) , • 

known as Green Lake be set aside for the time be:l.ng. I can I t really 

understand why this area was put into conservation because at that area 

in H:Uo, there was indeed a good deal of misunderstanding about volcanic 

activity in (inaudible) and I got to thinking that maybe the planners, 

not being very famili.ar w ith the area and whc�re the volcan:i.c (:tnaudib le) 

took place, After the meeti.ng in Ap:ri 1
3 

we asked our planners, Belt Col

llns, to consult with (inaudible) McDonald to see if eve·ryone was aware 

. . (ina.ud:i.bfo) •• the foremost expert on volcanic activity and a letter 

was written to this Commission a.t that time. 

So our request today is just to basically allow conservation zones 

�s set forth by the staff e;1ecept in tht! area of Unaudih le) and this be 

set aside for the time be:tng. We asked Dr. McDonald to come todtiy to 

explain or to answer any questions on chances of volcanic ac!tivf ty in 

(inaudible) and •• (inaudible) • •  further land for buildi,pgs or .iny 

development. He is here in the audience. If you'd like to hear from, him 

or if you have �ny quest ions , I'm sure that he I d be very happy to .answer 

them. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any questions for Mr. Bishop? Mr. Bishop, whaJ: are� are you asking 

for at the present? 

MR. BISHOP: 

Wel 1, it  appears at the present t:t.rne that as far as our request is 
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MR. BISHOP (Cont'd�) 

concerned, we're not going to be granted the r equest, because we asked for 

a complete . . (inaudible:) • • 500 acres. What I I m asking :ts that in the

areas that are changing a s  far as the zone boundaries are conc erned • • 

(inaudible) • •  we would like to have set aside «it the present t:i.me is 

the redes:tgnation from agriculture to conservation of the area known as 

Green Lake ( ?) because looking at the map, it appears that the designated 

boundaries of that conservation zone go into areas that are aln1ady in 

some type of agriculture, and I. don't really think that the planners 

understand or an] awa:re of just exactly what type of property G reen Lake 

CHAIRM.4N CHOY: 

Are you asking for urban zoning or ag zoning? 

We're asking for urban zoning on the whole thing. We'd very much 

like to get :tt, but it does not appear that we' re go:tng to get it. I 

me,fjln, I think it*s a. fact of life. But what I'm argui.ng about here is 

that I don 1 t think that Green Lake should be taken out o f  agriculture and 

put :i.nto conservation. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any oth<:or questions? 

COMMISSIONER: 

Can we have Rom point out this area? 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Rom, would you like to point out the area requested • •  (inaudible) 

the plantation? 
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MR,. DURAN: 

(Comments t otally inaudi.ble; fantastic amount of static on this entire 

tape�) 

CHAIRMAN CROY: 

MR. DURAN: 

Urban • •  (:lnaudible) • •  and the Commission placed the • •  (inaudible) 

in c.onservatlon. (inaudible) • •  requesting that that not be 

zoned conservat:i.oo at thi.s time because there I s land development , • (in

audible) • •  although they would like to hav e their 5,500 acres in urban. 

MR. BISHOP: 

There I s a.pproximately 400 acres in and around Green Lake. We would 

Uke to have this . •  (inaudible) • •  zonlng and take it away from that 

conservation. 

COMMISSIONER: 

. . . 

Can we have a comment from the consultants? I thi.nk this is the:i.r 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Since you have a valuable man li.ke: Mr. Mc.Donald who is here
1 

I think 

we should take advantage of it and get your opinion as to the reci:uest 

for that whole� porticn of 400 acres 
I 

if there is ,my possibi.lity of 

eruptfon or • � (:tnaudi.ble) • • • •  (:fa1.a,udible) • •  to the map? 

MR. DURAN: 

Could we interrupt a minute, Mr. Chairman? There's a phone call from 

Honolulu for William. Frances or Fram:.e. Please call operator 71. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Is Mr. Frances here? Mr. Frances? 



MR. McDONALD (Cont•d.) 

other thinly populatr.:d growth? 

CHAIPJ1AN CHOY: 

Alright, let's say 10,000 square feet lots with a house on it. 

COMMISSIONER: 

Or high rise or • • • 

MR., McDONALD : 

No. I would not. Not high rise and that sort of thing. I think 

they , • (:i.naudible) • •  Hke development might be reasonable but there 

might be considerable (lnaul ible) in the fact that a large number 

(inaudible) • •  

COMMISSION ER: 

Let me put it this w ay. Would you build. a house on that area? 

J:,fR e McDONALD : 

Yes sir. 

COMMISSIONER: 

And live there? 

NR. :HcDONALD: 

I would cons:i.der it a n).asonab le risk. 

CHAIPJ'A.AN CHOY: 

JYJR. BISHOP: 

Thank you. Any other. questions? 

, • (inaudible) • •  I say it again that this is the plan as was pre

sented in :b1cr<":me11ts. It does not urbanize the whole area. And what was 

brought out at that hearing was the urban:lzation was taking place around 

the higher ground of (inaudible) for homes and not in the actual (:i.naudib le) 



MR. BISHOP (Cont'd.) 

area at 55 or 60.

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you. Mr. Richard (inaudible). I believe Mr. McCoy h<ls • •  � 

I believe thaes all the testi.:mony we 1 re going to have today. I'd like 

to call on the Hawaii County Planning Department • • (i,naudib le) • •  

UNIDENTIFIED: 

(Comments totally inaudible due to continuous loud static on the 

tape.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any questions? Phill:f.p 1 this area that • • •  this heavy .industrial

�rea. Is that in your County's hmd? 

UNIDENTIFIED: 

(Comrnen ts agai.n totally inaudib 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

That purple area. 

UNIDENTIFIED : 

for reasons stated previously.) 

(Comments .:iga:tn totally inaudible.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Any questi ons? Is there Einybody else here that would like to come 

forward and testify? If not, pri.or tr, voting on the boundary changes� 

we'd like to have a 10 minute ,�ecess. 

(Recess.) 

The meeting of the Land Use Commission w:tll come to order. I have 

a request from (inaudible), Chamber of Commerce, who would like to make 

a b:rh�f statement, 

J.l:1RS. ( ?) : 

(All comments totally inaudible due to continuous static.) 



CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you. Rom, why don I t you • , ( inaudi b lt:i;) • • 

(Comments inaudible�) 

CO:M:MlS SI ONER: 

(Comments :tn,a.udib le.) 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Because she was actually testifying. Any questions? 

COMMISSIONER: 

Are we goi.ng to make a motion? 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Well, is th(�re any discussion on any of the Hawaii boundary 

UNIDENTIFIED: 

Point of order, Mr. Chairman. This lady I s statements are being 

placed on record. 

MR. DURAN: 

Yes, it's in the record, Mr. Chairman. 

UNIDENTIFIED: 

- 30 -

I would like to so move that it he a part of the :record of it's not 

• • (inaudible)

CHAIFJ.vf.AN CHOY: 

We' 11 cl.ear this up and show it on the record. 

UNIDENTIFIED: 

Thank you. 

CHAIRJYJAN CHOY: 

Is the tape on? 

RESPONSE: 



CHAIR.Ml".N CHOY: 

It will be shown on the:? record. Is there any discussion on the 

Hawaii boundaries? Commiss i.one:rs • • • any discuss :i.on? 

COMMISSIONER: 

Hr. Chai.1"Inan, beforrJ: we make "l motion
i 

could I say a. fow words? 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Yes. 

CONMISSIQ':ifER: 

- 31 -

Being that we are going to land on the moon maybe Saturday ?r Sunday t 

I think this Commis�ion ought to go on record to put that under con3erva= 

tion, 

COM.MISS ION ER HARK: 

Second. 

COMMISSIONER: 

I got a sec1:,m.d from Shelley Mark on tlrnt. 

CHAIIU1AN CHOY: 

It has been moved and secooded by the Hawaii. State Land Use Conimis

sl<m that the u1oon be placed • • •  zoned in conservation. Poll the Com-

missioners. 

MR. DURAN: 

Comm:tssioner Napier. 

CO:HM. NAPIER: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Aye. 



11.1."\. 0 DURAN: 

COMM. KIDO: 

H.t"l. DURAN: 

Inaba. 

COMM. INABA: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Wung. 

COl-:iM. WUNG: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Nishimura.. 

COMMe NISHIMURA: 

No. 

MR. DURAN: 

Yamamura. 

COJ::lM,. YA.MA.MURA: 

Aye. 

MRe DURAN: 

Chairman Choy. 

CHl1,IRMA'N CHOY: 

Aye ,, 

HR. DURAN: 

Motion is passed, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

We now • • (ina.udible) in charge of the moon. 

- 32 -



MR. DURAN: 

I' 11 schedule a field inspection, Mr. Chairman. 

COMMISSIONER NISHIMURA : 

The reason I say no :i.s that you might find a. lot of (inaudible) 

there. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

We'll get: down to business now. Any discussion on Hawaii boundar:te:s? 

If not i the chair will ent(�rtain a motion. 

CO:MMISS IONER: 

Hr. Chairman, I move that th,, dfatric.t boundary maps for the County 

of Hmmi:t shown on the maps now before this Commission and dated July 18, 

1969, be adopted with t he rezoning of lands as shown by the revised dis = 

tr::tct (inaudible) maps to be effective concurrently wi.th and subject to 

the rules and regulations of this Commission, adopted July 8, 1969. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Is there a second? 

COMM.ISS IONE R: 

CHAIRMAN CHOY : 

Any discussion? Are you ready for the question? 

COMMISSIONER: 

Question. 

Cl!AIRMAN CHOY: 

Will you poll the Commissioners? 

MR. DURAN: 

Mr. lfap:ter� 

COMM:. NAPIER : 

Aye. 

ken
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Mark. 

COI:IM. MARK: 

No. 

MR. DUHAN: 

Ki.do. 

COMM. KIDO: 

Aye. 

MR.. DURAN : 

Inaba, 

COMM. INABA: 

Aye. 

MR. DURAN: 

Wung. 

COMl:f� WUNG: 

MR. DURAN: 

Nishimura. 

COJ:.IM. NISHIMUl¼: 

Aye. 

JvJR. DURAN: 

Yamamura. 

COMJl'f. YAHAMURA: 

Aye, 

MR. DURAN: 

Chairman Choy. 

CHAIF.MAN CHOY� 
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MR. ',DURAN: 

Mot:ton is ca:r:ried, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

Thank you, Mr. Duran. Would those others whose (inaudible) have 

not been :Lncluded in the boundary cl:ud.n, you are privileged to file e'l 

pet1.t:Lon (inaudible) . . Thank you. 

Rom, do you have anything else? 

1'IR. DURAN: 

CHAIRMAN CHOY: 

If not, the mt:eti.n.g ir1 f:ldjourned. 

*
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